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ABSTRACT

Data recorders collect and store data for later
analysis. Many recorders do som� processing of the raw data

immediately to separate out the data of interest and use the

storage space more efficiently. The portable biomedical data
recorder described here stores data from a human subject and
is self contained and light enough to be worn by the subject.

The medical data of interest is the acidity of the lower
part of the esophagus and the relationship of this acidity to
chest pains in a patient. Diagnosis of this problem can be
done by monitoring this acidity for a 24 hour period and
looking for a correlation between an increase in acidity and
the chest pains. In the past the equipment to do this test
was non-portable and used a paper strip-chart recorder to

plot the variations in acidity. A portable recorder as

described in this thesis can replace this equipment while
allowing the patient freednm of movement and eliminating the
requirement for a hospital stay for the 24 hour period. The
microprocessor in the recorder allows the recorder to be

reconfigured to maximize the usable data collected.

In this thesis features of the recorder and its design
are explained. The desk top microcomputer which is used to

analyze the biomedical data is also described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this section the concept of data recorders will be

discussed and the medical use for a specific type will be

described. Finally the proposed implementation to meet the

medical requirements will be discussed.

1.1 Data Recorders

A data recorder is a device which can quantify a

physical parameter and record the reading to allow for later

analysis. A data recorder differs from a simple measuring

instrument, such as a wall thermometer, in that the history

of the parameter can be studied whereas the simple instrument

only allows the present state to be ascertained. A data

recorder may measure a number of different parameters with

respect to time, such as temperature, air pressure, or

electric current. Alternatively, time may not even be a

parameter of interest. For example it may be required to

record the air pressure every time the temperature exceeds a

certain value regardless of when these events occurred.

The storage medium for the data can be anyone of a

number of possible technologies. These include ink on paper,

as in a chart recorder, or magnetic tape, punched paper tape,

or an electronic memory.

A recorder also needs to allow the user accesS to the

data. In the case of a chart recorder the paper can be
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visually inspected. M_ost other storage media require a

conversion to a format which the operator can use directly,

such as an alpha-numeric display, or one that can be used by

some analysis equipment.

The following section describes a particular medical use

for a data recorder and how the recorder requirements were

defined

1.2 Medical.Use

The field of Gastroenterology considers the human

digestive system. One medical problem suffered by some people

relates to the esophagus, the passage between the mouth and

the stomach. In these patients, the muscles that close off

the esophagus when not swallowing food do not function

properly. This allows the acid from the stomach to rise up

into the lower esophagus. Unlike the stomach, the esophagus

is not protected against the acid so this causes chest pains.

Repeated episodes eventually damage the esophageal tissue and

cause chronic problems. These chest pains are not localized

and are very much like chest pains caused by heart

abnormalities. This leaves doctors with a diagnosis problem;

if the patient with chest pain is tested for heart problems

and the tests show negative, is the cause an undetected heart

problem or the esophagus problem? Before proper treatment can

be applied the cause must be known.

There are several tests which detect the acid reflux
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problem or the tissue damage it causes. One test called the

acid drip test provides information about acid sensitivity

which may indicate esophageal damage [1]. A second method is

the use of radiology (X-rays) and barium, which absorbs

X-rays, to see gross damage and closure problems in the

esophagus [2]. One reliable method is called 24 hour

esophageal pH monitoring. With this method the level of

acidity in the lower esophagus is monitored for 24 hours

[3][4]. The pH (measure of acidity) is studied to see if the

periods of low pH which indicate acidity correspond to the

periods of chest pain. A factor limiting the use of this

diagnostic tool has been the size of the equipment and the

need to hospitalize the patient to run the test. A portable

recorder able to be strappe� to the patient's waist would

allow the test to be started and then the patient could be

sent home and later return to have the recorder removed.

The next section describes the configuration of the

recorder to allow the 24 hour pH monitoring test.

1.3 Proposed Recorder and Analysis System

The proposed system to allow the 24 hour esophageal

mon�toring should separate the recording and analysis

functions into separate devices. The instrument to

electrically measure the acidity of the esophagus and the

recorder itself should be in a small battery powered unit

that can be worn around the waist on the patient. Th�
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analysis equipment which allows the stored data to be

converted into readable form is to be made up of a standard

desk top microcomputer with a printer and a disk drive for

paper printouts and data storage for future use.

The proposed system would have the benefits of small

size and weight in the recorder. The separate analysis system

would have the benefits of familiar microcomputer operation,

standard paper printouts and long term data storage on

standard floppy disks.

This thesis describes a hardware and software design to

meet the described medical and engineering objectives.

Careful selection of components and technologies, together

with a unique powering system are described. A complete

development of a real' time instrumentation operating system,

together with user and data analysis software is presented.
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2. RECORDER REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Type of Recorder

In order to meet the medical requirement the recorder

must first be able to measure the esophageal acidity. This is

done with a commercial pH meter and pH probe which produce an

electrical signal proportional to the acidity. The recorder

must be able to read this signal and store the 24 hours worth

of data. The unit must be battery powered so the patient is

not confined to a single area while the test is in progress.

Physically the unit must be small and light enough that the

recorder can be worn by the patient. It must also be robust

enough to withstand jolts and bumps that will occur while the

patient is wearing it. The unit should also have controls

required to set up the unit accessible to the operator but

inaccessible to the patient. The recorder should be easy to

set up and give positive indication that recording is taking

place. After the data have been collected the recorder must

allow the data to be transferred to the analysis system.

The following section describes the functional

requirements that the recorder must meet.

2.2 Functional Requirements

The functional requirements for the recorder are based

on the data that are required. The medical requirement is to
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monitor the esophageal pH for 24 hours to see if periods of

acidity correspond to periods of chest pain. To collect this

data the recorder will store data on the acidity and monitor

a switch which the patient pushes to indicate the chest pain.

The recorder stores the time of the pain indication and the

acidity at that time. This data combined with the continual

acidity data will allow the operator to decide if the pain

indication was a result of acidity in the esophagus.

From the recorded data the operator would like to

determine the number of reflux events and their duration, as

well as the relationship between the ref luxes and the chest

pain indications. These requirements can only be met if the

recorder takes readings at a rate sufficient to insure no

data of interest �re mis�ed. A sufficient rate is defined by

the mechanism of the acid reflux. The sudden reflux of

stomach acid will cause the esophageal pH to drop rapidly

(within seconds). The acidity will remain for seconds or

minutes until swallowed saliva or other liquids wash the acid

away. Thus a rate above one reading per second will cn11ect

no additional data of use, and a rate of one reading per

minute will almost certainly lose data of interest. The

medical opinion was that a rate of ten per minute (6 �econds)

is sufficient.

To learn more about the patient's reflux problem the

doctor may have the patient write down when he was standing,

sitting, laying down, sleeping and eating. This information

combined with the reflux data from the recorder give
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additional data about the severity and type of esophageal

problem. Thus the time of the reflux must be known, which

means the time of every recorder reading must be known. This

can be done by knowing the start time then taking readings at

a regular rate. Alternately the readings themselves can have

their own timestamp. With this time information the desired

comparisons and conclusions can be made.

The following sections give a description of how the

recorder measures the acidity and stores the data and how the

analysis system is used to study the data collected.
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3. THE pH RECORDER

The pH recorder is a self contained unit capable of

measuring acidity, storing the readings, and transferring the

data out for analysis. In this chapter the function and

interrelation of the major sections will be described. Figure

3.1 is a block diagram of the pH recorder which shows the

relationship of the various sections.

3.1 The pH Meter

3.1.1 pH and pH measurements

An important property of aqueous solutions is hydrogen

ion concentration. The number of moles of H+ ions relative to

the number of moles of water is a measure of the acidity of

the solution. This concentration can vary over many orders of

magnitude so it is u�ually more convenient to use the

logarithm to the base 10 of the hydrogen ion concentration.

Thus:

pH = -log10(concentration of H+)

For pure water at room temperature, the concentration of

-7
H+ is 1.0 x 10 • Thus the pH is 7.0. In a very acidic

solution the concentration of H+ approaches 1, so the pH will

be zero. In a very alkaline solution the concentration

-14
approaches 1 x 10 ,producing a pH of 14.

The pH found in the human esophagus-is about seven
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under normal conditions. In people with certain types of

gastric problems, acid from the stomach can rise up into the

esophagus causing the pH to drop to near one.

There are two common ways to measure the pH of a

solution. One method is the use of dyes which change colour

when exposed to a solution whose pH is above or below a

certain point. This is of limited value since it gives an

above or below indication only.

The second method is an electrical one. A pH probe is

constructed by embedding a wire inside a bulb of glass. This

glass is porous and allows the hydrogen ions to pass through.

A charge will build up on the wire which is proportional to

the pH of the surrounding solution. This charge produces a

voltage potential relative to the solution which can b

measured. As in any other voltage measurement the volt ge

must be measured with respect to some reference. The

reference commonly used is a potassium chloride (KCl)

reference probe. This probe contains a wire immersed i a

saturated solution of KCl. The probe has an opening wi h a

porous ceramic plug which allows the wire to obtain th same

potential as the solution. A combined pH probe has bot pH

probe and reference in one container. It functions the same

as the separate devices.

A pH meter measures the voltage on the pH probe w th

respect to the reference. The pH meter must have extre ely

high input impedence since the pH probe has a very hig
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source impedence. The voltage produced also is a funct·on of

temperature so the pH meter must have a calibration co tro1

for this. The pH meter must also allow the offset volt ge to

be adjusted so that a reading of 7.0 pH can be produce with

a standard solution. This adjustment is required becau e of

galvanic a�d other effects which produce a fixed DC of set.

Lastly the meter must allow adjustment for the pH prob gain

(slope). This is required because the change in vol tag

between two pH levels will vary from probe to probe du to

manufacturing differences. The probe slope is typicall 92%

to 104% of ideal. The equation for the voltage is

approximated by Nernst's equation:

V = Eo + RT x (Log10 Hc)
F

where: Eo is a voltage constant for a particular pecies
of probe.

R, F are the gas and Faraday constants.
T is the temperature in Kelvins.
Hc is the hydrogen ion concentration.

The buffer amplifier in the pH meter will have a

transfer function given below to adjust for probe slop and

temperature:

Vout = G x (Es - V) + Vr

where: G is the gain of amplifier proportional to

temperature and slope control settings.
Es is a voltage proportional to the standa dize
control setting.

Vr is an internal reference voltage.

Once the controls on the pH meter have been set

output is proportional to the pH of the solution.
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The electrical method is more suited to continuou

measurements than the chemical dye method. The pH mete with

probe and reference were chosen as the method to read

esophageal pH.

3.1.2 The pH meter and probe used

The pH probe used is one specially designed for

gastroenterological work. It is a Model MI-506, manu fa tured

by Microelectrodes Inc. It is a small diameter device, 1.3 mm

maximum diameter, and 1.2 mm bulb diameter. The small

diameter allows it to be used nasal-gastrically, where the

probe is inserted through the nostril and into the eso hagus.

This is not a combination probe so a reference electrode

is needed. One method is to have the patient place one finger

in a KGl solution which also has a KGl reference probe in it.

This poses problems in terms of portability due to the danger

of spillage of the KGl solution. The method finally chosen

was the use of an electrocardiogram electrode (EGG). This is

a self adhesive skin electrode which contains a paste to

ensure good electrical contact with the skin. The electrode

can then be attached to the patient's skin near the area

where the pH recorder is worn. The electrode then provides

the ground reference for the pH meter.

The accuracy of the pH probe and electrode used are

discussed in Ghapter 8. Testing of the System.
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The required accuracy of the pH recorder is plus or

minus one percent over the range 0 to 10 pH. In order to meet

this specification the pH meter itself should have about

twice this accuracy (+ 0.5%). The pH meter must also have the

controls to allow adjustments for temperature, offset, and

probe slope. It should also have a display to allow easy

calibration of the unit using a reference solution.

In order to meet these requirements and to expedite the

development of the pH recorder, a commercial pH meter was

chosen. The unit chosen is a Digi-Sense 5994-10 manufactured

by Cole-Parmer Instrument Company. The unit is approximately

15 cm by 8 cm by 3 ern thick. It has a three and a half digit

liquid crystal display (LCD) to display the pH reading as

well as front panel controls for temperature and offset.

Slope adjustment is available but is not a front panel

control. The unit operates off six AA cells (9 Volts) or an

AC adapter. The meter contains one printed circuit board

(PCB) containing the electronics, plus a smaller PCB holding

the display.

Inspection of the unit showed that it would be feasible

to remove the circuit boards for installation in another case

along with the recorder circuit board. It also appeared that

interfacing to the recorder would be possible. A complete

discussion of the interface is given in the next section.

The pH meter exceeded the required accuracy with the

following specifications: Accuracy + 0.01 pH + 1 count over
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the range 0 to 14 pH with the temperature from 10 to 30

degrees Celcius. Complete specifications for the meter are

given in the Operators Manual [5].

3.2 Recorder to pH Meter Interface

Once the pH meter was selected it was necessary to

decide how to interface the meter to the recorder. Two

methods were considered.

The first method considered was to directly read the

digits on the pH meter LCD. The meter used a three and one

half digit display. This means three digits capable of

displaying the numbers zero to nine, plus a half digit

capable of being off or displaying a one. The three digits

are of the seven segment type. A simple method of reading a

digit is to connect each segment to a line going into the

recorder. By inspecting which segments are on and which are

off it would be possible to decode the value being displayed.

For three digits this would require 21 lines, plus one more

for the half digit. Thus 22 lines are required.

It is possible to distinguish all ten possible values of

a digit from each other using only five lines per digit,

since the other two lines contain redundant information. A

total of 16 input lines are required by this method.

Reading the display in this way is complicated. by the

display being an LCD. LCDs are driven by an alternating
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signal since they are damaged by DC. Segments that are on are

driven by a square wave that is 180 degrees out of phase with

a backplane signal. Segments which are off are driven by a

square wave which is in p�ase with the backplane. Thus all

segments are active at all times. It is the phase of the

signal that determines whether they are on or off. Reading

the LCD would then require that the segment signals are

latched by the falling edge of the backplane signal. A "one"

then means the segment is on, and "zero" means the segment is

off.

The second method considered was to find a point in the

pH meter circuitry where the signal is proportional to the

pH. An analog to digital converter (A/D) could then be used

to digitize this signal for storage.

The pH meter was inspected and it was found that the IC

which drives the display is an Intersil ICL7106 digital

voltmeter. The 7106 has a differential input and a full scale

sensitivity of 1.999 V for a reading of 19.99. This means

that at the input to the 7106 is a signal with the units 0.1

Volt per pH. This signal can then be digitized.

The parallel input method has the advantage of accuracy.

The value recorded is exactly the same as that on the

display. For this meter that would be + 0.2%. This is far

better than the required aceuracy of one percent. To store a

value that covers the range of 0 to 10 pH with this accuracy

requires 10 bits of storage per reading. This is an awkward
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number of bits for an eight bit microprocessor. Either packed

BCD could be used, requiring 12 bits (0.00 to 9.99), or the

accuracy could be reduced to 0.5% and the readings stored in

one byte. The resolution would then be about 0.04 pH.

A disadvantage of the parallel method is the number of

lines running between the recorder and pH meter. Sixteen data

lines, plus a clock line, and ground are required. A second

disadvantage of this is that the recorder section is then a

specific purpose rather than a general purpose device.

The AID method ha� the ad�antage of a low number of

interconnections between the recorder and the meter. Three

signals are required: two for the differental input of the

7106, plus one for ground. A second advantage is that the

recorder section can be tised to record other types of data.

The AID converter can digitiz� any analog signal in the

proper voltage range.

A disadvantage of the AID method is that of lower

accuracy. The inaccuracies of the pH meter and the analog to

digital converter can add, so the accuracy can never be as

high as the parallel method. A perfect 8 bit AID converter

has an accuracy of about 0.2% (1/2 of the least significant

bit). Adding this to the pH meter accuracy of 0.2% leaves a

comfortable safety margin under the desired accuracy of one

percent. An 8 bit AID produces data that efficiently stores

in an eight bit byte.

After weighing the storage question, generality of the
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recorder, and the other factors that were felt to be of

lesser importance, the AID method was chosen.

3.2.1 The AID circuit

The AID section of the recorder is made up of a number

of components. Figure 3.2 is the schematic of this section.

The differential inputs to the 7106 are 2.0 volts above

ground and the differential voltage is 0.1 volts per unit of

pH. The op amp in Figure 3.2.1 is used to produce a

differential amplifier with a gain of 2.5. At 0 pH the output

is zero. At 10 pH the output is 2.5 volts. This signal then

goes to the AID converter.

The AID converter is an ADC 0808 which is an eight

channel, eight bit CMOS device [6]. Channel 0 is used to

digitize the pH voltage. Channell is used to monitor the

recorder's battery voltage in applications that require that

function. The other six channels are available for use in

other applications. The AID converter has an accurate voltage

reference of 2.55 volts. It will convert input voltages of 0

to 2.55 volts into the numbers 0 to 255 respectively. Thus pH

values from 0 to 10.0 will produce the numbers 0 to 250,

which is a conversion factor of 0.025 per pH. The resolution

is 0.04 pH

The ADC 0808 has an eight bit port by which the reading

is output. It also has an end of conversion (EOC) signal,
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plus three address lines, an address latch signal, an output

enable control for the eight bit port, and a start conversion

input. The eight bit port and the three address lines are

wired as shown to an eight bit I/O port on the

microprocessor. ALE (Address Latch Enable) and start

conversion are connected together and driven by one bit from

the microprocessor.

The microprocessor outputs the address of the channel it

wishes to read. Start and ALE are then strobed. The CPU

monitors EOC waiting until the conversion is complete. The 8

bit port is set to input, the A/D output enabled using OE,

and the converted value read in.

The ADC 0808 has an accuracy of about 0.4%, which,

combined with the accuracy of the voltage reference, the

differential amp, and the pH meter should meet the one

percent specification. Measurements of the accuracy are

discussed in Chapter 8.

3.3 Data Storage

3.3.1 Storage requirements

The amount of storage required is a function of the

recording time required and the rate of data collection. The

time required for the pH recorder is 24 hours. The required

rate is a function of the speed at which the sampled signal

changes. In monitoring the pH of the esophagus the pH is
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normally steady. When a reflux of stomach acid occurs the pH

will quickly drop in a few seconds. The pH will remain low

until the acid is washed away, either by saliva or by

drinking liquids. In either case it will be ten seconds to

several minutes until the pH returns to its normal level. The

data is to be used to find when the refluxes occurred, how

many occurred, and their length. It was determined by the

medical doctors that ten readings per minute during the

reflux would be sufficient. Recording information about the

periods of normal pH was not considered to be important.

The simplest storage method is to always take readings

at a fixed rate, whether or not the data are of interest. At

10 samples per minute a 24 hour recording would require 14400

samples. This number is large enough to cause problems in the

design of the portable recorder. Most of these readings will

be of normal pH levels and do not provide information about

the refluxes.

For this reason a second method was decided upon. The

recorder would have two speeds. During periods of low pH,

when a reflux has occurred, the recorder will operate in the

fast mode, taking readings and storing them 10 times per

minute. During periods of normal pH the recorder will still

take readings every six seconds but will only store them once

every minute. The recorder will decide, based on these

readings, whether to change speeds or remain the same. The

decision is made based on whether the pH is above or below

4.0 pH. The normal esophageal pH is seven, and the pH during
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a reflux is below three, so four pH is a good dividing point.

It is also the level used by other researchers in the

gastroesophageal reflux field [3][4].

Using the two speed method, storage of 4096 readings was

found to be sufficient. This allows 24 hours of storage with

the pH below 4 20% of the time, and above four the remaining

time. If the pH is below four a larger percentage of the

time the recording time will be reduced.

Section 4.2.1 describes the coding method by which the

data and pain indications are stored.

3.3.2 Devices considered

A n�mber of different solid state technologies were

considered for the data storage medium. Considered were:

bubble memory, EPROM, EEPROM, and static RAM. The criteria

for selection included size and weight, cost, power

consumption, and availability.

Bubble memories store information in a wafer of magnetic

material in the form of small magnetic·domains. These bubbles

are confined to loops and are moved around by magnetic fields

generated by external coils. The bubbles are moved past a

sensor to read the stored data. A major feature of bubble

memory is that the data storage is non-volatile. The device

considered is the Intel 7i10 which has a useful storage

capacity of over one million bits, or 128 kbytes [7]. The
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7110 is physically quite large, at 1.7 by 1.7 by 0.4 inches

thick. It also requires five or six support ICs. The ICs draw

about 400 rnA from 5 and 12 volt supplies.

EPROMs are programmable memories that are erasable with

ultra violet light. They are available with storages from 1

kbytes up to 32 kbytes. Once a byte has been programmed it is

non-volatile until erased. EPROMs typically require a 21 to

25 volt programming voltage. Two or three support ICs are

required to latch the address and data so a microprocessor

can program the EPROM. Current consumption of the ICs is

about 100 rnA from a 5 volt supply plus about 30 rnA from the

21 volt supply.

The EEPROM is similar to the EPROM execpt that it is

electrically erasable. Either a single byte or the entire

chip may be erased. Storage is non-volatile and capacity is 2

kbytes with 4 kbytes recently availablew Early EEPROMs

required a 21 volt programming voltage as well as external

latching of the address and data buses [8]. Newer versions

require five volts only and have internal latches. The EEPROM

has a wearout mechanism which limits them to about 100000

erasures, but this was considered reasonable. Current

consumption is about 50 rnA for the 2k version.

Static RAMs are a volatile storage method that is

available in a number of formats. The most convenient format

is 2k by 8 bits which is available in a 24 pin DIP package.

No support ICs are required to interface to a microprocessor
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but the RAM must be powered at all times if it is to retain

the data. These RAMs are available in both CMOS and NMOS

technology and operate off a single 5 volt supply. The CMOS

HM6116 stores 2 kbytes and draws 36 milliamps when active and

4 microamps in the standby mode.

The bubble memory has a very large amount of storage but

was not used because of its large size as well as the large

number of support chips required. EPROM was not chosen

because of the difficulty of erasing it. The IC must be

removed from the circuit and placed in an EPROM eraser. EPROM

also requires the user of the pH recorder to have another

piece of equipment, the EPROM eraser. The EEPROM does not

have the difficulty of erasing that the EPROM has, but it

shares some other problems. It requires a 21 volt programming

voltage and external latches for the address and data. The

single supply version with internal latches was not available

when the recorder was being desi�ned. The CMOS RAM method was

chosen for low parts count. The small current required to

retain data was not considered to be a problem with respect

to battery drain.

3.3.3 Non-volatile RAM

The data storage section is very simple, made up of two

6116 RAMs as shown in Figure 3.3. The two RAMs provide 4096

bytes of data storage. The 74HC374 is required to convert the

multiplexed address and data bus of the CPU into separate
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address and data busses. This latch is also required by the

EPROM which stores the recorder program. The Nand gates

labeled "A" map the two RAMs into the upper four kbytes of

the microprocessors address space. The Nands labeled "B"

control whether a read or write cycle is occurring.

Each RAM draws 36 mA when it is chip selected and about

4 microamps when not. Only one RAM is selected at a time, and

since this only occurs when data is being stored, the average

current approaches 8 microamps.

3.4 The Micr02rocessor Section

3.4.1 Microprocessor selection

The selection of the microprocessor for the pH recorder

was based on a number of factors. Preference would be given

to single chip microcomputers since this would result in a

lower parts count for the recorder. An eight bit device

instead of a four bit would be used since the eight bit would

work well with the eight bit data produced by the AID

converter.

The factor that lowered the range of choices was that

the microprocessor be a CMOS device. CMOS devices generally

use considerably less current than comparable NMOS ones. A

second feature of CMOS devices is that the active current is

a function of frequency. This means that the current of the

circuit could be lowered by lowering the operating frequency.
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Thirdly a CMOS device when not switching draws only a small

leakage current.

There were CMOS microprocessors available from a number

of manufacturers. However only Intel and Motorola made single

chip versions in CMOS [9][10]. The Intel 80C35 and the

Motorola 146805E2 were studied. The Motorola device was

chosen based on two factors. It was felt that 2000 bytes of

EPROM would be needed for the planned software, plus room for

enhancements. Initially 4000 bytes of data storage were

planned. This total of 6 k-bytes is more than the 4 k

external address space of the 80C35. The second factor was

that the 6805 (146805E2) has a STOP instruction. This

instruction puts the IC in a quiescent state where it draws

very little current. It is removed from this state by a Reset

or a hardware interrupt. It appeared that this feature would

be very useful for saving current between pH readings. The

80C35 has an Idle instruction similar to the Stop on the

6805, however the current consumption remains quite high at

about 500 microamps. The 6805 Stop current is about 5

microamps.

The 6805 is a forty pin IC with two eight bit I/O ports.

It has 112 bytes of internal RAM, and a sixteen bit timer. It

can address a total of 8 k-bytes of memory, which is about

7.9 k of external memory. The 6805 is rated to operate at up

to 5 MHz. A 1 MHz crystal was chosen since the CPU is still

fast enough to do all the functions require�, and the

operating current is reduced. Figure 3.4 shows the address
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and data sections of the microprocessor.

3.4.2 ROM and input/output

The program that the recorder executes is stored in

EPROM. EPROM was chosen since it would allow easy changes to

the program during the development phase. The EPROM used is a

27C16. It stores 2 kbytes of data and is a CMOS version of

the standard 2716. When active it draws about one twentieth

the current of the NMOS 2716, about 5 rnA instead of 100 rnA.

When it is inactive because chip select (CS) is high the

current is 10 uA compared to 25 rnA with the 2716. Figure 3.5

shows the EPROM circuitry. The EPROM �s mapped to the upper

2k of the CPU address space. The lower Nand gate (in Figure

3.3) controls the output enable of the IC. The Data Strobe

(DS) signal only allows the output enable during the right

part of the multiplexed bus cycle.

Figure 3.6 is a schematic of the CPU and its

input/output. One input into the 6805 is the pain button.

Pushing the pain button causes the IRQ line to go low then

return high. The CPU can determine the state of the pain

button by reading port A, bit 3. The Start button works

similarly. When pressed it causes an interrupt. The CPU can

find the state of the Start button by reading port A, bit 4.

Another input is the Mode switch which selects the recording

or communication modes� This switch does not cause an

interrupt; the CPU reads its state using port A, bit 5. Bit 6
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of port A has two functions. It is used to switch the LED on

and it is also the serial communications iink to the analysis

system. When used as the serial link it switches between

being an input and output. Finally bit 7 of port A is the

power control. The CPU can switch off the power to sections

that aren't required, to save power. A complete description

of the power switching is in Section 3.6.

Figure 3.7 shows the how the RTC circuitry is connected

to the CPU. The 146818 is a real time clock chip [11]. The

specifications for the recorder require that the time of pain

indications be recorded. The 6818 provides the time keeping

[
�

function and can regularly interrupt the CPU with the IRQ

pin. The 6818 also has 50 bytes of ram, but these are not

used by the recorder. The timing reference for the 6818 is

provided by a 32.768 kHz crystal. The 6818 is capable of

using the 1 MHz system clock for timing but this raises the

current draw from 50 microamps to 500 microamps. The nor

gates and inverters memory map the 6818 at location 256 and

up.

3.5 Serial Link

3.5.1 Function of link

The serial link is a result of the decision to separate

the pH recorder system into a recorder section and an

analysis system. Some type of communication link is required
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to transfer the collected data to the analysis system. A

decision was also made to allow the operator to adjust the

recording parameters of the recor4er. This allows the

parameters to be optimized after the system has been in use

without requiring that the recorder software be re-written.

The most convenient way to change the parameters is to use

the keyboard of the analysis system, so the link must also

allow the analysis system to send set up commands to the

recorder.

The type of link selected was based on a number of

factors. The primary selection criterion was to minimize the

hardware required in the recorder because of size and power

constraints. For this reason a serial link which sends one

bit at a time, rather than a parallel link which sends one

byte at a time, was chosen. In the area of serial links there

were a number of possibilities which included existing

standards such as RS-232C, RS-449, either synchronous or

asynchronous, or designing a new type. Both RS-232 and 449

require additional hardware in the form of specialized

receivers and drivers [101. The RS-232 standard requires a

split power supply of about plus and minus twelve volts to

meet the output swing specification which would be difficult

to produce in a battery powered instrument. The Commodore

CBM-8032 used in the analysis sytem does not support any

standard serial protocols, so it would also require extra

hardware if one of these were chosen. One problem with

designing a new serial link is lack of compatibility with
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other systems. Since the pH recorder and analysis system are

designed to be one system this was not felt to be a problem

and so a new type was designed. The characteristics of the

link are described in the next section.

3.5.2 Implementation of the link

The serial link could have been either synchronous or

asinchronous. A synchronous protocol uses a separate signal

line to transmit a clock signal so the receiving end can

recover the data. An asynchronous protocol has the clocking

information embedded in the data stream. The asynchronous

method was chosen since it requires slightly less hardware

and fewer interconnecting wires. Most RS-232 devices such as

modems and computer terminals use a standard encoding format

for the serial data. The standard, ANSI X3.16 (American

National Standards Institute) specifies start and end

signaling, parity bits and the transmission order of the data

bits for asynchronous transmission and reception [15]. The

serial link designed for the pH recorder system uses a

protocol based on this standard. The transmission format is

basically one start bit, eight data bits sent least

significant bit first, and one stop bit. Parity bits are not

used sin�e no noise problems were expected with the one meter

cable used to connect the recorder to the analysis system.

The speed of the link is fixed at 1200 bits per second.

The electrical and physical characteristics of the link
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were chosen to minimize hardware in the recorder. Both the

CBM and the recorder CPU have input/output ports that meet

TTL voltage specification so these ports were selected as the

drivers and receivers for the link. The link is required to

pass data in both directions so typically two wires would be

used, one for each direction. The link uses a single line

that is bidirectional since no extra lines were available on

the recorder CPU without adding hardware. As a benefit, only

two lines are required to connect the recorder to the

analysis system, ground and the data line. The centre part of

Figure 3.6 shows the simplicity of the serial link (pin 8 of

the 6805). Normally both the recorder and CBM have their end

set to input so the resistor produces a high level on the

floating line. When one side is transmitting it sets its I/O

pin to output and drives the line, with the other end

receiving it. The LED is primarily used to indicate to the

operator that it has gone into record mode succesfulLy but

can also indicate activity on the serial link. Section 4.3

describes the protocol which controls which end is driving

the link as well as the method by which the serial bit stream

is created and decoded.

3.6 Power Supply

The pH recorder requires a power supply to power both

the pH meter and the recorder section. The pH meter was

originally powered by six AA carbon cells which provide nine

volts. The pH meter has its own regulator circuit and will
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function down to about 6.5 volts. The recorder section

requires a regulated 5 volt + 0.25 volt supply. Most of the

CMOS circuitry will operate with a wide range of supply

voltages but the 27C16 requires the five volt supply.

The following section describes the selection of the

battery that powers the recorder. Figure 3.8 is the schematic

for the battery and regulator section.

3.6.1 Battery selection

The battery for the rec�rder must be able to supply

about 1.6 milliamps to the pH meter. The recorder draws about

25 milliamps when active and substantially less when

inactive. A single battery for both sections or two batteries

could be used. The 6.5 to 9 volts the meter requires is

suitable for the generation of the 5 volts required by the

recorder. For this reason a single battery was chosen to

power the entire pH recorder.

There are a number of different battery technologies

that could be suitable for the recorder. In throwaway

batteries there are standard carbon cells, alkaline cells,

silver oxide, and lithium cells. In rechargable batteries

lead acid, and nickel cadmium (nicad) are most common.

Alkaline and standard carbon cells produce 1.5 volts per cell

so 6 cells are required. Capacities are in the range of 1 to

10 ampere-hours (AH). Silver oxide cells also produce 1.5

volts per cell but are typically for lower current
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applications and are rated at 0.1 to 1 AH. Lithium batteries

produce about 3 volts per cell. Capacities range from 0.1 to

10 AH. The rechargab1e lead acid cell produces 2 volts per

cell and storage capacity ranges from 1 to 10 AH. The Nicad

produces 1.25 volts per cell and storage ranges from 0.1 to 2

AH.

Another area considered was ease of replacement by

non-technical personnel. The replacements should be easily

available and easy to change in the recorder.

The silver oxide cell was not selected since the

commonly available varieties are for very low current

operations ( < 1 mA) and would not be suitable for the high

peak current required. Lithium batteries larger than watch

cells are not commonly available and the larger devices

require special disposal procedures because of the chemicals

they contain. Normal carbon cells are easily available but

suffer limited shelf life. The final choice among the throw

away batteries was the alkaline carbon cell.

For portable applications the only suitable type of lead

acid battery is the gelled electrolyte type such as Gel

Cells. These are sealed cells which can be used in any

orientation. The standard Gel Cell package is a rectangular

box with a number of cells inside. Connections are usually

made by way of solder tabs. The nicad is available in all the

standard consumer packages. The Nicad is preferable over the

lead acid battery should replacement ever be needed.
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The final decision was between the throwaway alkaline

cell and the rechargeable Nicad cell. The type of package

also had to be chosen. Due to space constraints the choices

were limited to the rectangular.9 volt size and the AA size.

The rectangular alkaline has a capacity of about 0.5 AH and

the AA of about 2 AH. The rectangular nicad is actually 7.5

volts with a capacity of about 0.1 AH. The AA Nicad is rated

at 0.4 AH.

The package sele�ted for the pH recorder has room for

six AA cells in a standard holder so this format was selected

for longer battery life. Six nicad cells produce 7.5 volts

compared with 9 volts for the alkaline cells. The nicad has a

very flat discharge curve so the output curve drops very
r

little until the cell is almost fully discharged. If the

recorder draws an average of 2 mA when operating then the

nicad will last 200 hours b·efore recharging and the alkaline

will last about 1000 hours before replacement.

The rechargable nicads were chosen over the alkaline

battery for three reasons. With an external charger for the

nicads the user of the pH recorder should not have to open

the recorder to replace batteries. If the pH meter, which

draws most of the current, is accidentally left on, the

alkaline battery can be run dead; the nicad need only be

recharged. The regulator ciruit for the recorder draws less

current from the nicads than the alkalines because of the

lower supply voltage. This makes the standby current, with

the pH meter off, lower with the nicads. Since the recorder
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is likely to spend most of its time in this state the actual

life of the nicads is better than the 5 to 1 ratio of the

storage capacities. The charging circuit for the nicads and

the power supply circuit of the recorder are described in the

next section.

3.6.2 The battery charger and power supply

Nicads normally require about 14 to 16 hours to

recharge. The recorder could be supplied with two batteries,

one which is charged while the other is in use. Since the

power is disconnected during the battery swap the recorder

configuration and the recorded data will be lost. This is not

desirable so on board charging was implemented. The battery

is charged inside the recorder"by means of an external

battery charger which connects to the recorder by way of an

1/8 inch jack. Figure 3.9 shows the charging circuit. The

charger is AC powered and the resistors limit the charging

current to a safe value. The battery can be fully recharged

in 16 hours. There are two jacks so that a second recorder

can be recharged from the same unit. There is also a test

jack on the unit which allows the user to check that the

charger and cable are working without requiring a volt or

ammeter.

The 7.5 volts from the nicad battery are connected to

the pH meter. The meter contains a regulator to produce the

required voltage for its circuitry. The 7.5 volts are also
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supplied to the recorder where it is used to produce the 5

volts it requires.

The recorder contains two regulator sections as shown in

Figure 3.8, a high power regulator that powers all the

recorder circuitry during the active state, and a low power

regulator that powers only the essential circuitry during the

inactive state. During active operation the recorder draws

about 20 rnA from the 5 volt supply. In the inactive state

most of the circuitry draws a small fraction of its active

current, however several sections continue to draw a large

current. The analog to digital section draws a large current

due to the A/D chip and the voltage reference, LM 336. These

devices draw about 5 rnA when quiescent. The second problem

area was the voltage regulator itself. The LM 330T regulator

was chosen because it could produce the required 5 volts with

an input voltage as low as 5.6 volts allowing maximum usage

of the batteries. The problem with the LM 330T is that even

when no current is being drawn from it, it still uses 3.5 rnA.

The 8.5 rnA current draw from the A/D and regulator meant that

the inactive state of the recorder circuitry would not extend

battery life sufficiently.

The high power/low power regulator was designed to

overcome this problem. The battery is connected to a

transistor switch which the CPU can control. The output of

the switch is connected to the input of the LM 330T regulator

which provides the switched Vsw and the unswitched Vcc

supplies which are diode isolated from each other. During
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active operation the CPU turns on the switch so that the LM

330T regulator supplies current to all sections of the

recorder. The Vcc supply is also connected to a low power

regulator through an isolating diode. The supply made up of a

low power zener diode and dropping resistor supply the

fraction of a milliamp required by the CPU and clock circuit

when inactive. When the CPU comes out of STOP mode the first

operation is to switch on the high power regulator. The 10 uF

capacitor on Vcc supplies the higher current until the high

power regulator is fully on. During power down operation the

CPU, clock and RAMs are capable of operating off a supply

voltage much lower than five volts. However the 27C16 EPROM

requires the standard 5 volts for operation and it must be

operational during the wake up (from STOP) phase. For this

reason the low power regulator uses a 5.6 volt zener diode to

supply 5 volts to Vcc.

The high power/low power regulator is a very important

feature of the recorder. The continuous Vcc allowed the CPU

to be used in its most efficient way, with the Stop

instruction to power down and the timer interrupt to wake it

up. But if only a continuous Vcc is available then all

circuitry connected to it would have to draw very low

currents to give a long battery life. Having the switched

supply, Vsw, allows the circuitry required only part of the

time to be selected on its merits rather than primarily on

current consumption.
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3.7 Packaging

The packaging of the recorder is important because it

must both protect the recorder from damage as well as allow

easy access to the controls during setup but prevent the

patient from accidentally changing the settings. In the

initial proposal for the pH recorder it was decided that the

instrument be in a single case for ease of use by medical

staff as well as the comfort of the patient. The following

sections describe the recorder package as well as the

functioning of the operator and patient controls.

3.7.1 Case and connectors

The enclosure for the pH recorder was chosen to have

sufficient size to contain the pH meter, the recorder, and

the battery pack. The dimensions of the case are 19 by 11 by

5.6 cm and it is made of blue molded plastic. The upper

surface is a lid originally held in place by four screws, one

in each corner. Figure 3.10 shows the final configuration of

the recorder case. The lid was cut in half and hinges

installed to allow the lower half to open and close. Hidden

beneath the lid are the controls used to set up the recorder.

The door can be screwed down to prevent the patient from

tampering with the controls during the recording process.

Above the hinged door is a window through which the pH meter

LCD can be viewed. The pH can be easily read during

calibration of the meter as well as any time during the test
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to check for proper operation.

The left side panel contains two jacks that are not used

during the recording phase. The upper jack is a 1/8 inch jack

used to charge the recorder battery pack. The lower jack is

of the type called RCA or phono jacks and is used to

communicate with the CBM microcomputer during the analysis

phase. Both of these are two conductor types.

The right side panel also contains two jacks but both of

these are used during the recording phase. The lower

connector is of the BNC type. This two eonductor jack

connects to a mating plug on the pH probe. The upper jack is

a banana plug rece�tacle. This single conductor jack is used

to connect to the pH reference electrode. All four jacks were

chosen to be of a different type to avoid any errors in

connecting the recorder to the various devices. The two pH

jacks, the BNC and banana, are standard jacks that come with

the respective probes.

The upper panel of the recorder contains a single large

push button. This is the Pain button used by the patient to

indicate the presence of chest pains which are then noted by

the recorder. This is the only control that the patient has

access to.

On the rear surface of the recorder is a wide strap of

leather which is fastened on each end. The recorder is worn

by stringing a belt through the leather loop and then

fastening it around the patient's waist.
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The interior of the recorder is shown in Figure 3.11.

The upper section of the recorder is taken up by the battery

pack made up of 6 AA cells in a holder. In the rear of the

case is the recorder printed circuit board. It is fastened to

the rear of the case with four small bolts. Above it is a

plexiglas sheet which contains the recessed coritrol panel

accessible through the door. The pH meter is fastened to the

rear of the plexiglass sheet in such a way that the meter

controls reach through the sheet to the control panel. The

plexiglass sheet is held in place with four screws, two in

the lower corners and two reaching through the side walls.

Also mounted on the sheet are the switches that make up the

remainder of the operating controls. The hinged lid for the

case is held on by two screws in the upper corners and two

screws through the side walls. The only time the recorder

would normally need to be disassembled is if the battery pack

should fail. In this case only four screws holding the lid

need to be removed and the battery pack can be exchanged.

The remaining operating controls are on the recessed

panel under the lid. These will be described and their

function explained in the next section.

3.7.2 Operator controls

The controls on the recessed panel are used to calibrate

the pH meter and to change the mode of the recorder. The

first control on the middle left is a toggle switch which
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controls the power to the pH meter. During calibration and

during recording with a patient this switch will be on.

During the analysis session and when the recorder is not in

use this switch should be off. It should be noted that there

is no power switch for the recorder section, it is powered at

all times to retain data and its present configuration.

In the center of the panel are two knobs marked

Temperature and Standardize which are used to calibrate the

pH meter. Following the manufacturer's instructions to

calibrate the meter, the pH probe and reference electrode are

submerged in a solution of known pH [5]. The temperature of

the solution is measured and the Temperature knob is set to

that temperature. The Standardize knob is then adjusted until

the pH meter display reads the same as the known value of the

solution. The mQter is now calibrated for the probe. Later

when the pH probe has been inserted into the patient's

esophagus the Temperature setting is changed to normal body

temperature, 37 degrees Celcius. The meter will now

accurately read the esophageal acidity.

The right side of the control panel contains two

switches and a light emitting diode (LED) indicator. The

lower switch is labeled Mode and has two settings, Record and

Communications. This switch is used to change the state of

the recorder between these two modes. The record mode is used

to collect data and the communication mode is used to

transfer the data to the analysis system and receive commands

from it. Changing the position of this switch has no
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immediate effect since the recorder only looks at the Mode

switch setting when the Start button has been pushed.

.\ The Start button is used to start the recorder in the

mode selected by the Mode switch. To avoid accidental changes

of mode the Start switch must be held at least one second to

have an effect. When the patient returns with the recorder it

will still be in the recording mode. In order to load the

data into the analysis system the Mode switch is set to

Communication and the Start button pressed and held for one

second. Once the recorder is connected to the analysis system

the analysis progr�m should be able to communicate with the

recorder. The program will report if it is unable to talk to

the recorder. This will normally result from the cable being

improperly connected or the Start button not held long

enough.

Before a patient is sent out with the recorder it must

be placed in the record mode. The Mode swith is set to record

and the Start button is held for one second. If the recorder

has successfully started the ind�cator LED will light up for

about one second. If the LED does not light up it usually

means that the recorder has not been properly initialized.

Returning to the communication mode and reconnecting to the

analysis system will allow the recorder to be initialized.

During the communication procedure the indicator LED will

flash as data is passed between the analysis system and

recorder.
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A more complete description of the operations of the

recorder in each mode is destribed in the next section,

Recorder Software.

(
l

t
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4. RECORDER SOFTWARE

The software in the pH recorder defines the functions

the recorder performs. The following sections describe the

functions the recorder is required to do as well as a

description of how these were implemented.

4.1 Functions Required

The functions required of the recorder can be broken

down into two main blocks which can be subdivided into small

functional blocks. The two main blocks -are the recording

software and the communications software. The recording

software is responsible for all operations during the

recording process. These include setting the clock to awaken

the CPU six seconds later, reading the AID convBrter,

deciding whether to save the reading, storing the data, pain

indications and time stamps. The operation and interrelation

of these functions is described in the section: 4.2 Recording

Software. The communications software is responsible for the

communication with the analysis system. It handles the

receiving of commands and the sending of replies. It also

checks commands for validity and carries out their execution.

A full description of the Communications software is found in

section 4.3.

Figure 4.1 shows a state diagram of the major sections

of the recorder software. The three major states are Record,
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Communication, and Standby. The first two states are

described above and the third, Standby, is a low power

consumption mode when the recorder has finished one of the

other states. As can be seen from the figure most changes of

state result from the use of the Start button. The Record

state is entered via the start button. The attempt to enter

Record can fail if the recorder has not been prepared for

recording, and then the recorder remains in the same state.

Going from Record into Standby only occurs if the recording

has filled up the available memory. Standby is entered from

Communications by way of a Power Down command. This command

is normally sent from the analysis system to the recorder at

the end of the session. The Record and Communication modes

are entered via the start button. Details of the major states

are given in the following sections.

4.2 Recording Software

The recording software handles all operations that occur

during the recording mode. Figure 4.2 shows the sub-states of

the Record state. The Stop state is the central state during

the record mode. After the completion of a function, control

is returned to the Stop state. The function of this state is

to put the recorder in a low power state until the next

event. This is accomplished by the CPU switching off the high

power regulator which switches off unnecessary power

consuming circuitry. The CPU then executes a Stnp instruction

which places the CPU in a quiescent state, lowering power
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consumption. The other remaining circuitry also consumes less

power due to the static CPU. The CPU remains in the static

state until an interrupt occurs. The high power regulator is

switched on and the source of the interrupt discerned. The

three possible causes are the timer in the clock, the Pain

switch, or the Start button. Control is then passed to the

appropriate routine. After the required operation is

completed, control is returned to the Stop mode via the

return from interrupt (RTI) command. The high power regulator

is again switched off and the Stop instruction executed.

If the source of the interrupt is the Start button then

control is passed to the Mode Change routine. This is a

general purpose routine and is entered any time the Start

button is pushed, whether the recorder is in the Record,

Communication, or Standby state. The Mode Change software

first waits to see whether the Start button is pressed the

required one second. If not, control is returned to the

original state via the RTI instruction. If Start is held for

one second the CPU waits for the button to be released. The

mode switch is then read and if it is set to Communication

then control is transferred to the Communication code. If the

switch is set to Record the CPU checks if the recorder is

ready to record. Ready to record means that the data from the

last recording has been cleared out and that the time has

been set on the real time clock (RTC). If it is not ready

then the CPU returns to the orig�nal state using the RTI

instruction. If it is ready, the LED is lit for 1.5 seconds
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to indicate a successful start. The present time is read out

of the RTC and stored at the start of the data memory. The

AID is read and the data stored, and the RTC is set to cause

a timer interrupt in six seconds (the actual time between

interrupts is variable but six seconds is the default value).

The CPU changes the mode to Record and returns control to the

Stop state. Every future clock interrupt will result in the

CPU entering the Read AID routines as explained below.

The Read AID sub-state takes care of the two speed

recording algorithm. In the two speed algorithm the recorder

reads the pH regularly at a rate specified by the parameter

Fasttime, which the operator can vary from 1 to 60 seconds.

The reading is not always stored in the data RAM. The

recorder has two speeds, Slow and Fast. In the Fast mode all

the readings are stored but the recorder remains in this

state only if the data are of interest. In the Slow mode the

data is stored every Nth time, where N is defined by

Slowmu1tip1ier, a value the operator can vary from 2 to 255.

The default values for Fasttime and Slowmu1tip1ier are 6 and

10 resulting in a 6 and 60 second storage period. In the

Slow mode the recorder decides whether to change to Fast or

not, every reading. The purpose of the two speed method is to

be able to collect data for a 24 hour period but also to

collect sufficient data about periods of interest. The

algorithm allows this using the limited amount of data RAM.

Figure 4.3 is a flowchart of the activities that occur

during the clock interrupt. After the ·c10ck interrupt the
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recorder waits 11 milliseconds for the power to the AID to

stabilize and then reads the pH. The reading is then checked

to see if it exceeds 250, which represents 10.0 pH. If so the

reading is set to 250 and stored in ThispH. The reason for

the clipping will be explained in the section on the data

storage method. The recording speed is then checked. If Slow,

the pH reading will only be stored if this is the Nth time. A

check is then made to determine whether the speed should be

changed. The routine Change Speed? is the heart of the two

speed algorithm and is described below. If a speed up is

required the recorder stores a speedup code, and the present

time in the data RAM, and sets up for the Fast mode. In

either case the RTC is then set to cause the next interrupt

and control is returned to the Stop mode.

If the recorder is in Fast the pH reading is stored.

Whenever the recorder enters Fast it will remain there for a

number of readings equal to Slowcount plus Slowmultiplier.

Slowcount is a count down value to the next store time in the

Slow mode. For the default values this ensures that it

remains in fast for at least one minute (Slowmultiplier).

Slow count ensures that the spacing between all slow readings

remains the same despite intervening fast readings. For

example if the first slow reading occurs at 1:00:00 (on the

minute), all later slow readings will occur on the minute as

well, despite Fast readings. After saving the pH reading a

check is made to see if it is the end of the fast time. If

no, the RTC is set up for the next interrupt and an RTI
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returns control to Stop. If yes, the Change Speed? routine is

used to determine if the recorder should return to Slow. If

it should remain in Fast the recorder sets up for another

minute, in default, of fast mode. If Slow is decided a slow

down code is stored in the data RAM and the recorder is set

up for Slow. In either case the RTC is set up for the next

interrupt and control is returned to Stop.

The Change Speed? algorithm, shown in Figure 4.4, has

two bases on which to decide to change the speed. These are,

the pH level, and the rate of change of the pH (slope). The

resulting decision is returned in a variable called

Should speed and the calling routine changes speed if

required. For example if the recorder is in Slow and

Shouldspeed is slow then no change is necessary. The pH

Threshold defaults to 4.0 pH but can be changed by the

operator from 0 to 10.0 in steps of 0.4 pH. If the present pH

reading is above Threshold then this is considered to be

uninteresting and Should speed is set to slow to save memory.

If the pH is below Threshold a check is made to see if it has

just dropped below. If yes this is considered interesting so

Shouldspeed becomes fast. If no this means the pH has been

below the threshold for some length of time. To avoid wasting

storage space on periods of unchanging low pH, Shouldspeed is

set to slow unless the slope requirements are met. If the pH

is below the threshold and changing rapidly the Sho�ldspeed

is set to Fast. The algorithm detects this by measuring the

pH slope where slope is equal to ThispH minus LastpH. This
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difference in pH from last reading to_this reading is

compared to an operator definable Slope. If the change

exceeds Slope for two successive readings then this is

considered interesting and Shouldspeed is set to Fast. The

polarity of the change does not matter as long as it is the

same from reading to reading. The default value for Slope is

0.4 pH and is variable from 0 to 4.0 pH. With the default

settings, readings occur every six seconds, so if the pH

rises or falls 0.8 pH or more in twelve seconds then the

slope requirement is met. By setting Slope to 0 the operator

can insure that the recorder will remain in Fast as long as

the pH remains below Threshold, since any changes in the pH

will pass the slope test. By setting Slope to a very large

value the operator can insure that the recorder will only go

to Fast as the pH drops past Threshold then returns to Slow.

The final sub-state of Figure 4.2 is Pain. As indicated

the Pain state is entered whenever the Pain button is pushed

causing a Pain interrupt. The operations of the Pain code are

similiar to those in the Read AID section. The AID is read

after an 11 ms delay and the result clipped to 250 if

required. A Pain code and the present pH are stored in the

data memory. The present time, in hours, minutes, and

seconds, is also stored to flag the time of the pain event.

If the recorder was in the Slow mode, it is put into Fast for

at least one minute. If it is already Fast it is set to stay

in Fast for an extra minute. The purpose of going to the fast

mode is to ensure sufficient data are collected around the
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time of the pain indication. This is especially important if

Slowmultiplier is set to a very large value resulting in long

periods between readings.

The final area of the Recording mode is the method of

data storage which is described in the following section.

4.2.1 Data storage method

The pH recorder has 4096 bytes of RAM available for the

storage of the pH data. If the recorder operated at a single

speed then the data could be stored consecutively in the RAM

with each 8 bit reading assigned a byte. Then, knowing the

time the recording started, the pH could be found for any

time during the recording period. With the two speed

recording algorithm a method must be found that will allow

indications of the recorder speed to be stored. A simple

method would be to assign one byte in the data RAM for the

reading and one or two bytes for the time of the reading.

This is of course very inefficient. A more efficient method

is to have a unique code that can be stored in with the data

bytes. Codes for speed up, slow down, pain indi�ation along

with knowledge of the periods of the two recording speeds

would allow complete reconstruction of the events from the

stored data. One problem with this method is that the 8 bit

AID uses all available values, 0 to 255, that a byte can

store. To solve this it was decided to clip the readings from

the AID to produce a range of 0 to 250. This allows pH
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readings in the range of 0 to 10.0 pH which is wide enough to

encompass the range of pH found in the esophagus. Any

readings in the range of 251 to 255 are set to 250. The

values of 251 to 255 are then available for use as codes. The

pH recorder uses four of these. Code 251 is unused, codes 252

to 255 are described below. Figure 4.5 is a summary of the

special codes with examples.

A value of 252 is defined as the slow down code. It will

be stored in the data RAM after a string of Fast readings and

followed by a string of slow readings.

f

Code 253 indicates speed up. The speed up code is stored

after a string of Slow readings and indicates the start of

Fast readings. It is followed by 3 bytes containing the time

in hours, minutes, seconds format. It- is 24 hour time, and is

stored in hexadecimal format ( not BCD). The next byte is the

pH at the time of the speed up, and following are more Fast

readings. Thus the speed up code always uses four bytes. The

reason for storing the time at speed up is to ensure that the

time of these readings of interest is known accurately. Since

the Fast mode will typically last for 10 to 20 readings these

extra three bytes are an acceptable level of overhead. Slow

down does not require storage of the time since the slow down

will always occur one reading period after the last Fast

reading.

A value of 254 is used to indicate a Pain occurrence.

This code can occur among Fast or Slow readings since it
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results from the patient pushing the external Pain button.

The Pain code is followed by one byte which is the pH at the

time of the occurrence, and three bytes which are the time of

the occurrence in hours, minutes, seconds. The bytes

following this are readings taken in the Fast mode since the

Pain code implies the recorder speeding up, as explained

previously. These readings occur at their regular time. For

example, using the default values of 6 and 60 seconds, if the

last slow reading occurred at 1:01:00 and a Pain indication

occurred at 1:01:38, the 1:01:38 is stored as the time of the

Pain indication but the following reading will occur at

1:01:42 and every six seconds thereafter. That is, the

recorder will remain on the same 6 second interval that lines

up with 0 seconds and is not shifted by the Pain indication

occurring at 38 seconds. The reason for not shifting is to

ensure that all Slow readings are aligned, one minute apart

for the default settings.

The final code, 255, is called the Stop code. It is not

used during the recording process but is used during

communications between the recorder and analysis system. In

short, 255 is never sent over the link except to indicate the

end of commands and replies. This ensures that the two ends

can always resynchronize even if part of a message is lost. A

more complete description of this code is found in the next

section: 4.3 Communication Software.

When the recorder enters the Record mode it first stores

the complete time in the first seven bytes of the data RAM.
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The format is year, 0 to 99, then month, date, day as 1 to 7

where 1 equals Sunday, then hour, minute, second. The

recorder starts out in the Fast mode although no speed up

code is stored. The remaining bytes of the data RAM are

filled in sequential order with data and the various codes.

The recorder uses a subroutine called Save which stores a

byte in the data RAM and increments the pointer to the next

space in memory. It then checks if the memory is full, and if

so puts the recorder in Standby mode as ·pictured in Figure

4.1. Based on the initial time and the stored codes, the

analysis system, knowing the Fast time and Slow time is able

to calculate the time of all the pH readings stored. The

analysis software is described in detail in section 6.0

Analysis System Software. The next section describes the

Communications software in the recorder which talks to the

analysis �ystem.

4.3 Communication Software

Once the pH data have been recorded there remains the

task of transferring it to the analysis system for permanent

storage and analysis. The communications software handles all

aspects of communicating with the CBM. It receives commands,

checks them for validity, and executes them. It also formats

replies and transmits them to the CBM. As explained

previously, the Communication mode is entered by pressing the

Start button with the Mode switch in Comm position. Since the

link with the CBM has only one signal carrying wire, data can
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travel in only one direction at � time. Thus a protocol is

needed to prevent the CBM and recorder from trying to talk at

the same time� The protocol chosen is that the recorder is

always in listen mode until it receives a command. The CBM

goes to listen mode to receive the reply, and the recorder

goes to talk mode after a 100 ms delay. The recorder sends a

reply, or an OK if no reply is required and returns to the

input mode. If the CBM receives a Repeat reply or no reply at

all after 0.5 seconds, it sends five End codes, in case the

recorder is stuck in the middle of a multibyte command, then

repeats the command. If after two more tries it still fails

the CBM reports the problem to the operator. This link

protocol minimizes the chance of collisions on the link by

making the recorder wait for its turn. If collisions or noise

causes communication problems the CBM raises the probability

of success by retrying.

The section of code that interfaces to the link is the

software UART (Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter)

which is described in the following section.

4.3.1 Software UART

Since the 6805 CPU used in the recorder does not have an

onboard UART a software one was designed to save hardware

over an external add on device. The software UART performs

two major functions, that of transmitting data and receiving

data. Since the recorder is normally in the listen mode the
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receiver will be described first.

As stated in section 3.5 the data format on the link is

one start bit followed by eighi data bits, least significant

first, and one stop bit. The speed of the link is 1200 bits

per second which means each bit is 833 microseconds long. The

purpose of the start bit is to allow the UART to find the

start of each character. When no characters are on the link

it is high, or 1, and since the start bit is always a 0, the

start can be easily found. The stop bit, a 1, insures that if

characters are sent back to back, with no dead time between

them, there is a 1 before the next character so the start bit

can be found.

The routine called Get implements the software UART

receiver for the recorder. When first called it first

disables interrupts to avoid losing a charac�er due to an

interrupt. It then enters a loop to wait for the start bit.

The loop has a timeout after 3584 loops which equals about

0.2 seconds. If no start bit is found it returns a Timeout

error. The calling routine checks if a character has been

received or if a timeout has occurred. If a timeout occurred

then the Get routine is called again. The purpose of this is

to allow some time when the CPU allows interrupts in case the

operator is pressing the Start button to enter Record. Once

the start bit is found the CPU delays 1.S bit times so that

it samples the data bits in the center. Sampling in the

center allows maximum immunity to timing errors that cause

the sampling point to drift. Depending on the direction and
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size of drift the UART may sample the same data bit twice, or

miss one entirely. This drift results from either the

transmitter or receiver not taking exactly 833.333

microseconds per bit. As long as the drift is less than one

half bit time by the end of the character no errors result. A

desirable figure is 1/4 bit time over 8 bit times which

equals 833 us divided by 32, or 26 us per bit. The 1200 bps

link speed was chosen because this was the highest that could

be safely met by the recorder, whose CPU takes 10, 15 or more

microseconds per instruction. After the 1.5 bit delay the

least significant bit is read from the link. The recorder

delays one bit time to read the middle of the next data bit,

and so on until all eight bits have been read. The Get

routine then returns this character to the calling routine.

Since timeout error is not returned, the calling program

knows that a character has been received.

The routine that transmits data to the CBM is called

Send. When called, Send disables interrupts, then sets the

I/O bit for the link to output so it can drive the link. It

then outputs a 0 for the start bit. After a delay of one bit

time the least significant bit is output. After another one

bit delay the second bit is output, and so forth until the

eight data bits have been sent. Finally a 1 is output for the

stop bit, and after a delay of one bit time the I/O port is

set to input. Interrupts are enabled and control is returned

to the calling program. To send a string of characters the

calling routine simply calls Send a number of times, passing
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it the appropriate data bytes.

As stated earlier the software UART does not transmit or

check for parity errors. Parity was not included in the link

characters since it was considered that bit errors would not

be a problem with the short cable between recorder and

analysis system. At a higher level the recorder checks the

validity of commands and requests a retransmission of the

command. If the CBM does not receive a valid reply it will

resend the command. These higher level corrections take care

of any problems in communication. The following section

describes the command and reply codes used on the'�ink and

how they were designed to detect errors.

4.3.2 Commands implemented

The protocol between the analysis system and the

recorder was set up as a master/slave format. The master,

analysis system, sends commands to the slave, recorder, which

executes them and replies back to the master. The recorder

never commands the CBM, but must wait for commands from it. A

number of functions had be implemented such as, setting time,

changing recording parameters, and transferring data from the

recorder. Rather than have a separate command for each

function, it was decided to implement a limited number of

general purpose functions which could be used to produce any

required function. The reason for this was to mimimize the

amount of code needed to be written for the recorder. Since
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all the recorder code was written in assembly language and

most of the analysis software in BASIC, time could be saved

by decreasing the recorder code at the expense of analysis

code. The five general purpose commands are described below.

As in the data storage codes, the link command codes

were chosen to be unique from any other data bytes

transmitted. There is an exception which will be explained.

The command codes have values from 250 to 255. A summary of

these codes is given in Figure 4.6.

The code 250 is the power down command. It is always

followed by the bytes 175, and 255. The 175 is sent for extra

security, since all three bytes of the command must be

correct or the recorder will not execute it. The 255 is the

End code and always ends all commands. End is described fully

below. The power down command has no parameters and thus only

does a single function. Its function is to take the recorder

out of the Communication mode at the end of a session on the

analysis system. The recorder will remain in the power saving

Standby mode until it is Started in the Record or

Communication mode.

The code for the Peek command is 252. Like the BASIC

function, Peek returns a single byte value which equals the

contents of the memory location specified in the command. The

Peek command is five characters long with the first being the

252 byte. The next byte is Hiloc which is the high byte of a

16 bit value which specifies the address in memory. Since the



Poke command - 7 bytes long

Offset off

251 10-31 0-249 0-6 I 0-2491 0-6 255

Peek command - 5 bytes long

Peek I Hiloc Loloc Offset End

252 I 0-31 0-249 0-6 255
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Power Down command - 3 bytes long

Power Down Security End

250 175 255

Clear.command - 3 bytes

Clear I Security End

253 75 255

Dump command - 3 bytes

Dump Security End

254 75 255

Figure 4.6 Communication L�nk Command Summary.
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recorder memory is only 8192 bytes in size, the value nf

Hiloc can range from 0 to 31. The following byte is Loloc

which is the low byte of the 16 bit address value. Loloc

would normally have a possible range of 0 to 255 but to keep

the higher values from being confused as commands its range

is limited to 0 to 249. To allow access to all locations in

the recorder an Offset byte follows Loloc. The offset can

have a range of 0 to 6. When the Peek command is received

the recorder calculates the address using the following

equation:

Address = (256 x Hiloc) + Loloc + Offset

Address can thus range from 0 to 8191. The Peek command is

terminated by the End code. As in all commands, the Peek

cbmmand must be the proper length and terminated by the End

code for the recorder to execute it.

Code 251 is the Poke command. It performs the same

function as the BASIC command. The Poke command allows the

analysis system to store a value in any location of the

recorder memory. The CBM passes the address and the byte to

be stored in the following format. The Poke command is seven

characters long with the first being 251. It is followed by

the address in the same format as Peek: Hiloc, Loloc, Offset.

They are followed by the Char byte with a range of 0 to 249.

Next is the Charoff byte with a range of 0 to 6, then finally

the End code. The address is calculated as in the Peek

command and the value to store at that address is calculated

by adding Char to Charoff. As with the address, the range of
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Char is limited to avoid the possibility of high values being

mistaken for.a command. The replies the recorder makes to the

various commands are described below.

Code 253 is the Clear command. The Ciear command resets

pointers to the data RAM and other flags so that the recorder

is ready to enter Record mode next time the Start button is

pressed. Clear is a three byte command made up of 253 then

75, then 255. The 75 is a security byte, and the 255 is the

End command. End has no paramaters and is thus always the

same three bytes.

The value 254 is the Dump command. It tells the recorder

to pass all 4096 bytes of the data RAM to the recorder in

sequential order. The full dump of the data wast chosen

instead of a variable size dump depending on the amount

recorded. It was selected to allow simplification of the

assembly language routines in both the recorder and the CBM.

The format of the Dump command is three bytes which are 254,

75, 255. These are the command byte, the security byte, and

the End code. The Dump command does not have any parameters.

The final command code is 255, End. As stated above it

terminates all commands from the analysis system. It is also

used to terminate all replies from the recorder. The data

stored in the data RAM has a range of 0 to 250 for pH, and

251 to 254 for control codes. The End code of 255 is

different from all data bytes sent over the link during a

Dump command. Thus the End which terminates the dump can
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always be successfully distinguished from the preceding data.

Also, the End command is different from any bytes sent in

commands and, with one exception, in replies. If the recorder

gets a data error on a command it may wait for the remaining

bytes that never come. The analysis system, when it times

out, will send five End codes. These will always end the

command for the recorder and allow it to await the

retransmission.

The pH recorder will always reply to any command

received from the analysis system. If the recorder does not

understand the command, it will send the Repeat reply of 251,

followed by the End code. The recorder then awaits a

retransmission of the command.

Under normal conditions the command. will be understood,

in which case the recorder replies with OK. The OK reply is

followed by the command byte which allows the analysis system

to determine that the correct command was executed. For the

Poke, Clear, and Power down commands the reply is terminated

by the End code. The Peek and Dump commands require replies

longer than three bytes since some data must also be

returned. The Peek command is replied by OK, 252 the Peek

code, then Value terminated by End. Value is a number in the

range 0 to 255 which is the value found at the address

specified by the Peek command. The Dump reply is OK, 254 the

Dump code, then followed by the 4096 bytes of the data RAM

starting at the low address, and terminated by the End code.

Figure 4.7 is a summary of the recorder replies for all
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Command not understood

Repeat End

251 255

Power Down command understood

OK Power Down I End
253 250 1255

Poke command understood

OK Poke End

253 251 255

Peek command understood

OK Peek Value I End I
253 252 0-255 I 255 I

Dump command understood

OK Dump 4096 data ram bytes I End I
253 254 range 0-254 I 255 I

Figure 4.7 Communication Link Reply Summary.
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commands.

The five commands plus the two recorder replies are the

basis for all communication between the recorder and analysis

system. The Peek and Poke commands are used by the CBM to

perform higher level functions, such as setting the time in

the recorder. A description of how these commands are used by

the analysis system is found in section 6.0 Analysis System

Software. The following section describes how the

Communication mode software works.

4.3.3 Description

The Communication state has two major sub-states, Wait

for command, and Execute and Reply. Most of the time the CPU

will be in the Wait sub-state and inside the Get subroutine

waiting for a character from the analysis system. Figure 4.8

is a flow chart of the Wait code. First the routine clears

out the command table. The command table is where the

characters of the multibyte commands are stored until the

whole command is received. The routine then waits for the

first byte of the command by calling the Get routine. If a

Timeout occurs then it keeps trying until a character is

received. The received byte is stored in the command table

and then checked if it is an End code. If so this means that

it has just caught the end of a command. So the command table

is reinitialized and it waits for the first byte of the next

command.
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The routine now enters a loop to wait for the remaining

bytes of the command. Get is called again and when it returns

a check is made to see if a Timeout occurred. The Timeout

period is about 0.2 seconds and the analysis system has much

smaller pauses between characters so this may mean the

command has ended. The Wait routine is exited and the Execute

routine will check if the command is valid.

If no Timeout has occurred then the character is stored

in the command table and a check is made to see if the table

is full. If so the maximum length command (7) has been

received and Execute will try to decode it. Finally the

routine checks if the received character is the End code and

if so it goes to Execute. If not the program will wait for

another character.

The Timeout and table full are not valid ways to end

commands. However an attempt will be made to execute them.

The correct termination for a command is the End code.

After the command table has been loaded with a possible

command the Execute and Reply routine must check it for

validity, execute it if valid, and reply to the CBM.

The routine first delays 0.1 seconds to give the

analysis system time to switch its end of the link from talk

to listen. The first byte of the command is checked to see if

it is in the range of valid commands, greater than 250. If

not if branches to the Illegal routine which sends out

Repeat, and End (251, 255). Control is then returned to Wait
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for command routine to await the retransmission. The first

command byte is checked to see if it is 255, End. If so an

OK, END is sent out and control is returned to Wait. The 255

should never occur due to the previous checking in the Wait

routine, however this safety measure insures that this event

would not crash the recorder.

If the first three bytes are 254, 75, 255 then a valid

Dump command has been received. If all three bytes are not

right then Illegal is called. If the full command is valid

then OK and Dump (253, 254) followed by the 4096 bytes of the

data RAM are sent over the link, terminated by the End code.

The recorder then returns to the Wait for command mode.

If the first byte is 253 and the second 75, and the

third 255 then a valid Clear command has been received. The

recorder then resets the pointer to the data RAM and sets the

Cleared flag. It replies OK, Clear and End (253, 253, 255).

If any byte of the command is wrong then Illegal is called to

request a retransmission. In either case the recorder returns

to Wait.

If the first byte is 252 and the fifth is 255 then a

valid Peek command has been received. The recorder calculates

the desired address from the second, third, and fourth bytes.

The second byte is the high 8 bits of the address and the low

8 bit are calculated by adding the third, Loloc, and the

fourth bytes, Offset. The recorder calls a routine called

Load which finds the value at that address. The recorder then
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replies OK, Peek, Value, and End (253, 252, Value, 255) and

returns to Wait. If the fifth character wasn't End then

Illegal is called.

If the first byte is 251 and the seventh is 255 then a

valid Poke has been received. The address is calculated from

'the second through fourth bytes as in the Peek command. The

Value to store at that address is calculated by adding the

fifth, Char, and the sixth, Charoff. The recorder calls a

routine called Poke to store the value. The recorder then

replies OK, Poke, End (253, 251, 255) and returns to Wait. If

the seventh character wasn't End the recorder calls Illegal

to send out a Repeat then returns to Wait. All the replies

from the recorder are from the recorder calling the Send

routine which outputs the passed value over the link.

If the first three bytes are 250, 175, 255 then a Power

Down has been received. The recorder then replies OK, Power

Down, and End (253, 250, 255). The recorder then goes into

Standby mode. If all three bytes weren't correct Illegal is

called and the recorder returns to Wait. The final major

state of the recorder software is the Standby mode which is

described in the following section.

4.4 Standby

The Standby mode is entered from either the Record mode

or the Communication mode as shown in Figure 4.2. The

recorder enters Standby from Record when the. data RAM has
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filled up. It enters Standby from Communication after it has

received the Power Down command over the link.

The main routine used in the Standby mode is called

Stop. When called, it enables interrupts so that it can be

called from Stop by later interrupts. It then switches off

the high power regulator to save power and then executes the

Stop instruction. The 6805 CPU stops executing instructions

and enters a power saving quiescent state. The CPU will

remain in the stopped state until an interrupt occurs. When

an interrupt does occur the CPU leaves the Stop routine and

enters a routine called IRQ Handler. IRQ Handler switches on

the high power regulator and then decides whether the Start

button, the Pain button or the Timer caused the interrupt.

Control is passed to the appropriate routine to handle the

interrupt as described in section 4.2.

When the interrupt has been handled, control is returned

to the Stop routine with the RTI, return from interrupt,

command. The Mode is checked and if it is Communication the

routine jumps to the Communication routine. If not the

program branches to the start 'of the Stop routine where it

enables interrupts, switches off the high power regulator and

executes the Stop instruction to await the next interrupt.

The reason the program checks Mode after returning from IRQ

Handler is to allow the mode to change. The Recording

software is all called from IRQ Handler. When finished the

Recording software returns control to Stop. The Communication

software, on the other hand, is not an interrupt routine.
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When a mode change occurs control must be passed from a

different routine. But the recorder cannot simply jump from

IRQ Handler to Communication when it detects Start for the

Communication mode. The 6805 stores information in an area of

memory called the Stack whenever it jumps to a subroutine, or

goes to handle an interrupt. It uses this information to

return to the correct part of the program with the CPU

initialized in the state it left in. But a jump from an

interrupt routine to a non-interrupt routine leaves this

information behind. The CPU will later try to use this now

invalid information and the program will crash. The �orrect

way to transfer control is to jump from one non-interrupt

routine to another. Thus the IRQ Handler sets a flag, Mode,

to indicate that the recorder should enter Communication

mode. When control is returned to Stop, it checks Mode and

then jumps to Communication if required.

Thus the Stop routine is used as part of the Recording

mode as well as the Standby mode. The recorder enters Standby

from Record in the following way. Whenever the recorder

stores the pH reading it calls the Save routine which stores

the data and moves the pointer to the next available

location. After incrementing the pointer the Save routine

checks the pointer to see if the RAM is full. If it is it

changes the Mode flag to 0 which indicates Standby. The CPU

then returns to the calling routine. The next time an

interrupt occurs IRQ Handler finds that it is not in Record

mnde so it will ignore Timer and Pain interrupts and return
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to Stop. The Start interrupt is handled in the normal way to

allow the recorder to enter the Communication mode.

The recorder enters Standby from the Communication mode

after it has received the Power Down command from the

analysis system bver the link. After receiving the Power Down

command the recorder will send the OK, Power Down reply to

the analysis system to indicate it understood the command.

Mode is then set to Standby and the recorder jumps to Stop_

All future interrupts are ignored except for Start interrupts

which may start the recorder in the Record or Communication

mode. As shown in Figure 4.2 an unsuccessful Start Record due

to the recorder not being cleared will cause the recorder to

remain in Standby.

This concludes the description of the pH recorder

hardware and software. The following sections describe the

analysis system and how it is used in conjunction with the

recorder to perform the 24 hour esophageal pH monitoring.
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5. ANALYSIS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The analysis system performs three major functions �n

the pH recording system. It sets up the recorder for each

recording session, it allows permanent storage of the

collected data, and it allows the data to be analyzed. All

three of these functions are performed by one program which

runs on the CBM 8032 using the 4040 disk drive and the MX-80

printer as shown in Figure 5.1.

To run the analysis program the system is first powered

up and the disk with the program is inserted in Drive 0 of

the 4040. The Shift key is pressed and held while the Run key

is pressed. The 8032 will then load and run the first program

on the disk in drive O. The analysis program was stored as

the first one on the disk to allow a user unfimiliar with

computer commands to load and run the analysis program. Once

running, the program will prompt the user to connect the

recorder to the CBM and to the battery charger, since the

user will usually first communicate with the recorder.

After pressing the space bar to signify that the user is

ready to begin, the program will display the main menu. The

menu contains all the main functions the program can perform.

Figure 5.2 shows the screen display.
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CBM 8032

Microcomputer

IEEE 488

o 0

EPSON MX-80 CBM 4040
Printer Dual disk drive

Figure 5.1 Block Diagram of Analysis System.
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-------------------------------------------�---

Select the desired operation

1) Read data into computer
2) Save data on disk
3) Display data on screen

4) Print data out on printer
5) Change operating parameters in Recorder
6) Set the time in the Recorder
7) Clear out Recorder for next patient
8) QUIT

Operation desired (1-8)? []

Figure 5.2 Analysis program Main Menu.

The user selects the number corresponding to the desired

command and presses Return to enter the selection. Where

appropriate the screen will clear and a sub-menu will be

displayed. The major functions, read data, save data, set

time, and clear the recorder will have the word "(done)" at

the end of the line in the main menu to remind the user that

that function has been done. In general, after completing a

command or deciding not to execute a command, the program

will return to the main menu. The following section describes

how the analysis program is used to perform the three major

functions.

5.1 Preparing to Record

To prepare for a recording session, the user is always

required to clear out the recorder. The user types 7 and

Return. Since this command will clear any stored data in the

recorder the analysis program will query "Data has not been

READ IN, Do you want to READ it now (YIN)?" if the user has
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yet not read the data in from the recorder. The Read command

will be described later. If N, for no is selected, the

program will ask "Do you want to CLEAR out recorder (YIN)?"

to allow the user to change his mind. If yes the program will

display, "Recorder is CLEARED, Press SPACE bar to continue".

When the space bar is pressed the main menu will be

redisplayed with a "(done)" after choice number 7. In general

this is all that is required to prepare for the next

recording session.

In some cases the user may wish to set the time in the

recorder because it has drifted (the RTC is accurate to + 15

seconds per month), or because the battery has been

disconnected and the correct time lost. The recorder keeps
t

track of whether the time has been set since power up and

requires that it has been set before it will go into record

mode. In either case the user can select 6 from the main menu

and the sub-menu shown in Figure 5.3 will be displayed.

OPERATION: Set time

1) Set TIME and DATE

2) Set TIME only
3) Return to main menu

Operation desired (1-3)? []

Figure 5.3 Sub-menu for setting time in recorder.

All sub-menus allow the user to return to the main menu

if a mode was incorrectly selected. In this case, choice 3

will do it. Choice 1 will normally be used after the recorder
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has been powered up or the reset button pressed. Choice 2

will normally be used to correct the recorder time for drift.

Only choice 1 will be described, since 2 is a subset of

choice 1. The program will first display "Input the DATE in

this format: YYMMDD, Example: January 30, 1984 is 840130",

then "Please input today's DATE (YYMMDD)?". The date is

checked for format and validity, and if it is not six

characters long, or the month or date are impossible an

appropriate error message is printed and the date prompt is

given again. Once correct, the day of the week is requested

by displaying a numbered list of the days, with Sunday being

1. The request "Please enter the DAY of the WEEK (1-7)?" is

displayed. Once entered correctly the program will display

"Year set, Month set, Date set, Day set, Done" in succession

as the commands are sent and executed by the recorder. Next

the time of day is set. The analysis program first displays

the prompt "Input the TIME in this format: HHMMSS (Hours in

24 hr time), Example: 11:06:25 pm is 230625". The time is

now requested with "Please input present TIME (HHMMSS)?". The

input time is checked for the correct length, and hours,

minutes and seconds to be in the correct range. If anything

is invalid an appropriate error message is output and the

time prompt repeated. When correct, the following is printed

"Hours set, Minutes set, Seconds set, Done" as the commands

are sent to the recorder. Finally "Time now set and running"

and "Press SPACE BAR to continue" are displayed to show the

user how to return to the main menu. After returning,

"(done)" is displayed at the end of the set time command,
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number 6.

The third operation the user may wish to do while

preparing the recorder for a recording session is to change

the recorder parameters. To do this, the user selects number

5 from the main menu. The sub-menu shown in Figure 5.4 will

then be displayed.

OPERATION: Change parameters

1) Time between fast readings:
2) Slow multiplier
3) pH threshold
4) Slope threshold

5) Single speed
6) Direct memory commands
7) Return to main menu

Operation desired (1-7)? []

Default= 6 sec Present= 6 sec

Default= 10 Present= 10
Default= 4.0 pH Present= 4 pH
Default= 0.4 pH Present= 0.4 pH
Default= No Present= No

Figure 5.4 Sub-menu to change recorder parameters.

The top five choices are the recorder parameters which

the user can change to optimize the recording of data. The

default values are the ones the recorder uses after a power

up or reset until the user changes them. The program

determines the present values by reading them from the

recorder when this sub-menu is entered. The values shown in

Figure 5.4 are all default values. The functions these

parameters perform have been described in section 4.0:

Recorder Software. If choice 1 is selected, the prompt

"Desired fast time (1 to 60 sec)?" is displayed. If 2 is

chosen, then "Desired slow multiplier (1 to 255)?" is output.

Selecting 3 or 4 will result in "Desired pH threshold (0 to
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10.0 pH)?" or "Desired slope threshold (0 to 4.0 pH)?" being

printed. Number 5 will print "Single or two speed (1 or 2)?".

In all cases the user input is checked for the proper range,

and if it fails the user is prompted again. After a new value

is input for one of these parameters, the menu is reprinted

to show that the new value is now in the recorder. This has

the side benefit of showing any round off error that occurs.

Since the recorder uses byte values to store the pH threshold

and the slope threshold they can only change in 0.04 pH

increments. So if the user changes the pH threshold to 5.41

pH, the Present value will display the truncated 5.4.

If single speed is enabled with choice 5, then the

recorder will always stay at the fast speed. Thus the values

of pH threshold, slope threshold, and slow multiplier have no

effect on the recorder operation. The single speed can be

used to collect regularly spaced data if the fast rate is

chosen such that the data memory of the recorder is

sufficient. For example samples could be taken once a second

for 66 minutes,. or every ten seconds for 11.4 hours.

After the above functions have been performed the

recorder can be calibrated, connected to the patient and the

recording made. After the session the data must be read into

the analysis sytem for analysis and storage as described

below.
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5.2 Loading and Saving Data

The second major use of the analysis system is to allow

permanent storage of the pH data on magnetic disk. The

analysis system must also be able to load the data in from

the disk for later use. This section describes these

functions.

After a recording session it is desirable to read the

data from the recorder. With the analysis program running and

the recorder connected to the CBM, the user selects "1" from

the main menu to select the read function. A sub-menu for

read will be printed out as shown in Figure 5.5.

OPERATION: Read data

1) Read data in from recorder
2) Read data from disk
3) Return to main menu

Operation desired (1-3)?

Figure 5.5 Read sub-menu.

To read in the data from the recorder, a 1 followed by

Return is entered. The computer will display "Loading in

data, Please wait 45 seconds". While the data are loading, a

character in the upper left corner of the screen will change

rapidly to show that the transfer is taking place. When the

loading is complete "Number of bytes recorded was XX" is

displayed, where XX will be a number that shows how much

memory was used by the recorder to store the pH data. "Press
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SPACE BAR to continue" is displayed to allow the user to

return to the main menu. When the main menu is displayed

"(done)" will appear beside choice 1.

If the user wishes to analyze previously recorded data,

the data are read from the disk. By entering 1 on the main

menu, and 2 on the read sub-menu, the data can be read from

the disk. The CBM will display "Please enter name of file, or

Press RETURN to get Directory of drive 1". If the user cannot

remember the name of the desired file, Return can be pressed

and the directory of the disk in Drive 1 of the 4040 will be

displayed. Once displayed, the user can "Press SPACE BAR to

continue or RETURN to return to main menu". A Return allows

the user to change his mind. If Space bar is pressed and the

file name entered the program will read in the data from the

disk. When finished it will display the number of bytes read

in.

To save data read in from the recorder the user selects

2 from the main menu. If no data have been read then "Data

has not been READ in, Do you want to READ it now (yin)?" will

be displayed to allow it to be read in from the recorder.

After data have been read in they are ready to be saved.

The CBM will prompt "Please enter name of file (16 characters

or less), Example "John Smith840113". It then asks the user

to "Input file name?". Then the user is reminded to "Insert

data disk in DRIVE 1 then press SPACE BAR". When the save is

completed "Data now saved, Press SPACE BAR to continue" is
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displayed to allow the user to return to the main menu. The

main menu will then show "(done)" after choice 2 to indicate

the data have been saved.

Once the data have been read in from the recorder or

disk the user may proceed to analysis. The procedures are

described in the following section.

5.3 Analysis of Data

To discover the correlation between pain indications in

the patient and periods of abnormal esophageal pH, the

operator of the analysis system must be able to view the data

collected by the recorder. The analysis system allows the

user to view the data in numerical format on the CBM screen.

The analysis program also supports a numerical or graphic

printout on the MX-80 printer.

In the numerical format the data can be displayed on the

CBM screen or printed out on the printer. To view the data on

the screen, the user selects 3 from the main menu. The

sub-menu displayed is shown in Fi�ure 5.6.
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-----------------------------------------------

OPERATION: Display data

Use SPACE BAR to Pause printing
Use ESC key to Quit printing.

1) Raw data
2) Annotated data
3) Graph of all data (printer only)
4) Graph of 'Slow' data only (printer only)
5) Return to main menu

Operation desired (1-5)?

Figure 5.6 Sub-menu for display of data.

This sub-menu is used for both the printing and viewing

modes. Choices 3 and 4 are not allowed in the view mode since

the CBM does not have sufficient graphic capabilities. If

choice 1 is selected the data are printed out in raw format.

The embedded codes for pain, speed up, slow down, etc are not

decoded. The printout starts with the values of Fasttime and

Slowmultiplier piinted out. The raw data bytes are then

printed out ten per line. Choice 2 is normaly used instead of

1 since the data are annotated with the time of each reading

displayed as well as the speed up, slow down and pain points

noted. Figure 5.7 is a short sample of what the annotated

data could look like.
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ANNOTATED DATA

1985:1:18:4

21:46:00
21:46:06
21:46:12
21:46:18
SLOW DOWN
21:47:18
21:48:18
21:48:30
21:48:36
21:48:37
21:48:42

21:46:00 Date & Time

154
154
148
147

CODE
148
147

SPEED
90

PAIN
60

6.16 ph
6.16 ph
5.92 ph
5.88 ph

5.92 ph
5.88 ph

UP CODE 3.88 ph
3.60 ph

CODE 3.60 ph
3.60 ph

Figure 5.7 Sample of Annotated data.

This short sample displays all possible events that can

be displayed. After the slow down mode is entered readings

occur every minute instead of every six seconds. However,

since the instrument continues to take readings every six

seconds without recording, a speed up can occur between the

minute readings, as it does at 21:48:30. Finally the patient

can press the Pain button at any time so a reading is made at

that instant but the normal readings continue at the six

second rate, 21:48:36, then 21:48:42. With the data in this

format, the operator can quickly scan through the data and

note the number of pain indications and the pH at and around

the time of the event.

If the user wishes a paper copy of the data the number 4

can be selected from the main menu. The sub-menu of Figure

5.5 will be displayed. Choices 1 and 2 will operate as

described above except thit the data will be printed on the

printer instead of the screen. Choice 3 and 4 allow a
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graphical representation of the data to be printed on the

printer.

Choice 3 will print out all of the collected data in a

graph which has a variable time axis. Each byte of data is

plotted as a point which takes 1/72 of an inch. Thus if there
. .

were 3000 data samples the chart will be 42 inches long

(3000/72). The variable time axis occurs because fast data

readings which are 6 seconds apart are the same width as slow

readings which only occur every minute. This type of chart

has the advantag� of showing more detail at places of

interest, pH below 4.0, and Pain indications since this is

where the recorder speeds up. Figure 8.1 is a sample of this

type of graph. The top describes the type of graph it is and

the start time of the recording. The solid bars that go from

o pH up to the reading value are used to indicate a Pain code

and the height is the pH at the time of the Pain button

press. Notice that the time along the left does not increase

regularly. This is due to the variable time, but the time is

shown for every twelfth point.

Menu option 4 produces a graph of the Slow data only.

With the default speeds in the recorder this is one point per

minute. If the recorder was in Fast for several minutes the

routine plots every Slowmu1t of the Fast data to avoid not

plotting several minutes. With the default value of 10 for

Slowmult, the routine plots every tenth Fast value. This

gives a linear time axis of one point per minute for the

default values. Since there are 1440 minutes in 24 hours the
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plot will be about 20 inches long (1440/72). It-will also

plot faster than the plot of all the data. Figure 8.2 is a

sample of this type of graph.

This concludes the description of the Analysis system

software. The following sections describes how the functions

are implemented.
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6. ANALYSIS SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The analysis system software is the major interface

between the user and the pH recording system. Th�s the

software must be easy to use for users not familiar with

computers, and provide error checking to minimize the chance

of losing data or causing major errors. The following section

describes the method that was used to provide this

capability.

6.1 Interface with User

Computer systems usually have one of two types of user

interfaces. These are command, and menu interfaces. I� a

command system the user must enter a command as well as any

optional parameters to have the system do what is desired. A

beginning user will not know the valid commands and will be

forced to continually look them up in a manual. The command

structure may be very rigid requiring no missing or extra

spaces or commas or other punctuation. Thus the user may be

using the right command but due to a small error may be

unable to do what he wants. A command structure does have the

advantage of speed once the user becomes familiar with all

the commands.

A menu interface displays all the valid choices for the

user. If the menu uses descriptive language for the choices,

a beginning user can understand the various options at every
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stage� The user then selects the desired choice from the

menu. A programmed command is then executed or if more

information is required, a sub-menu is displayed which shows

the user the cho�ces which are now available. When the system

has acquired errough information, the command is executed and

the system displays the menu of valid choices for the user.

Thus the menu system allows beginning and infrequent users to

easily do the job without constant reference to a manual. A

disadvantage of the menu system is that it may be slow if the

user has to go through a number of sub and sub-sub menus, to

do the desired function.

The menu system was chosen as the user interface method

for the analysis system. The operating system built into the

CBM 8032 is a command type. To avoid the user b�ing required

to remember commands to load and run a program, the automatic

load and run feature of the CBM was used. If the shifted Run

key is pressed on the CBM keyboard the computer will load the

first program found on the disk in Drive 0 of the 4040. After

it has loaded, the program is run. The analysis program was

stored as the first file on a disk so it can be automatically

loaded and run.

A second important feature of any user interface is

error checking. If the user selects an operation that is

irreversible, such as erasing some data, then the system

should make sure this operation was desired, to prevent

accidental destruction of data. Or if the user enters a

number such as the date, then the input should be checked to
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see if it is in the correct range. If this is not done

unpredictable things could happen or the user may later find

the wrong values but be unable to remember the correct ones.

The user interface implemented for the analysis system does

this error checking. This type of checking does not catch all

errors, but does find most errors due to incorrect keying.

The following sections give details about the analysis

software, the various functions required and how they were

implemented.

6.2 Functions Required

As stated previously, the analysis system is used for

three major things. First, to communicate with the recorder

for set up and reading the data. The second use is to store

and retrieve the data from the floppy disk. Thirdly the

analysis system is used to analyze the data. All these

functions were implemented in the analysis program so the

user would not be required to select and load the appropriate

program each time.

The majority of the analysis program is written in BASIC

which is resident on the CBM system. A software UART was

written in machine language to communicate over the link to

the recorder. The UART was written in machine language in

order that it operate at a sufficiently high speed. With 1200

bits per second link speed a BASIC UART routine would be much

too slow. If the link speed was lowered to a speed BASIC
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could handle then the response time would be too long. The

only other machine language routine is the one that accepts

the 4096 data bytes from the recorder after the Dump command.

This is the slowest function the system executes so the

machine language routine allows the recorder to send the

bytes at maximum speed.

When first Run, the analysis program makes a protected

area at the top of the CBM's RAM. This prevents the BASIC

program from interfering with this area. The machine language

routines are stored in Data statements in the program. When

the program is Run the data are read and stored in the

protected area, storing the routine there. The CBM BASIC uses

a SYS statement to call the machine language routines.

Another section of the �rotected area is 4096 bytes which are

set aside to store the recorder data bytes as they are read

in.

The analysis program is written as a main routine which

calls a number of subroutines. The main routine contains the

section which prints out the main menu and waits for the

selection. Once the selection is known the appropriate

subroutine is called. When the subroutine is completed,

control is returned to the main routine where the user's next

selection is awaited.

Figure 6.1 is the flowchart for the main analysis system

program. Flowcharts for subroutines are included as required

in the following sections. The program starts by first
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Start

Move down top of

memory
Initialize variable

Print out heading i

Read Data statements
& store ML program

No

Print

message

Print out main
menu

No

No

Call appropriate
routine

No

Figure 6.1 Flowchart of Analysis Program.

Subroutine
call
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making a protected area in memory for the machine language

program and its data area. Various variables are initialized

and the program prints out a message saying what the program

is, and reminding the user to connect the recorder to the

computer and to the battery charger. The machine language

program is read from the data statements and stored in the

protected area of memory. After the user presses Space bar as

prompted, the program enters the main routine.

The main routine prints out the main menu and waits for

the users choice. After it has been entered, it is checked to

see if it is valid, and if so the appropriate subroutine for

that function is called. After control is returned to the

main program, it checks to see if the command was "Quit". If

it was, the program simply ends. If not the main menu is

reprinted and it awaits a new selection.

The following sections describe the implementation of

the three main functions

6.3 Communication with Recorder

A number of the functions available in the main menu

must communicate with the recorder in order to execute. The

analysis program contains subroutines which are called to

implement this function. Figure 6.2 is a flowchart of the

BASIC part of this function. This routine has parameters

passed to it which are the actual bytes of the command to be

sent. The routine stores them in memory so the machine
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Start

Store command

bytes in memory
for ML program

Call Send Comman�� ML
ML routine subroutin

No

No

Yes

Print error '

,---_a,_f_t_e_r--,-t_h_r_e_e_J'_

tries

Figure 6.2 Flowchart of Subroutine to Send Command
to Recorder.
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language routine can access them. The machine language

routine is called and after control is returned to BASIC, the

routine checks to see if a timeout error has occurred or an

improper reply was received. If no errors have occurred,

control is returned to the calling routine. If so the routine

will try again, and a third time if necessary. If

unsuccessful after three attempts an appropriate error

message for the type of error is printed. A flag is set so

the calling routine can tell if the �ommand was sent

successfully or not. Control is returned to the calling

routine.

Figure 6.3 is a flow chart of the machine language

routine which sends commands and receives replies. The

routine reads the command bytes from memory as set up by the

BASIC routine. It calls the software UART routine to send the

byte over the link. When all the bytes have been sent from

the table it sends an End byte to terminate the command. The

command table is then cleared out to allow the reply to be

stored in the table. The software UART receive routine is

called to wait for and receive the reply. The routine then

stores the byte received. It then checks to see if a timeout

error has occurred. If so it returns to BASIC where the BASIC

routine checks the same flag to see that the timeout error

has occurred. If no timeout occurred the routine checks to

see if the byte was "End", which terminates a reply. If

"End", control is returned to the calling BASIC routine. If

the received byte wasn't "End", it checks to see if the reply
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Start

No

Get command byte
from table
Call SW Uart Send
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Send End code
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routine

Store reply in
command table
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subroutine

SW Uart send
subroutine

SW Uart
receive
subroutine

Call Get4096 to

accept data

bytes

Figure 6.3 Flowchart of ML Routine which Sends Command.
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corresponds to the Dump command, in which case it jumps to a

routine which accepts and stores the 4096 data bytes that

will follow. If the reply isn't for Dump it checks if the

table is full, and if not waits for another byte. If the

table is full the routine returns to BASIC. Since the table

is actually large enough for all valid replies it never

should fill, but if it does the machine language routine

terminates and allows the BASIC routine to try to make sense

�

of the reply from the recorder.

The software UART has two routines which are very

similar to the routines in the recorder. The Send routine is

passed the byte to be sent. It sets the bit of the I/O port

being used for the link to output and then outputs the start

bit. It waits for one bit time in a delay loop then outputs

the first bit of the command byte, which is the least

significant bit. It waits, and outputs the following bits

until the byte has been sent. The I/O port is then set to

input so it will not fight with the recorder when it sends

its reply. The Send routine then returns to the calling

routine. The Receive routine waits for the start bit to come

from the recorder. If none has come after 300 milliseconds

the timeout error flag is set and it returns to the calling

routine. If a start bit is received the routine delays for

1.5 bit times (1250 microseconds) to allow it to check in the

center of the data bits as they arrive. The first bit is

stored then it delays one bit time to sample in the middle of

the following bit. After all eight have been received it
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returns with the result to the calling program.

The analysis program also simulates some commands to the

recorder by generating them from simpler commands. For

example the link does not have a command which sets the time

directly. Rather the analysis program uses the Poke command,

which allows it to store a value at a specified location in

the recorder, to store the bytes of the time directly into

the clock, one at a time. Routines which use this method will

be identified when described.

The first main menu command that communicates with the

recorder is, 1, Read data into computer. When the user

selects this function a sub-menu is printed out which

facilitates reading data in from the disk or the recorder.

When the user selects reading from the recorder the

appropriate subroutine is called. It first prompts the user

to wait then calls the routine to send a command, passing it

the command bytes. The BASIC routine passes the values to the

machine language routine and then calls it. The machine

language routine sends the command and waits for the reply.

When the reply comes it also accepts and stores the 4096 data

bytes in memory. Control is then returned to the Read in

routine where it uses the Peek command to find out how many

bytes were recorded. It passes the address to Peek and calls

a BASIC routine which sets up and calls the machine language

routine to send the command. The number of bytes is

calculated from the contents of two recorder locations and

printed out to inform the user. The routine then uses Peek to
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find out the Slow and Fast times for the recorder. These are

later used to reconstruct the timing of the events in the pH

data. Control is then returned to the main routine which

prints out the main menu.

The main menu function "Change operat�ng parameters in

Recorder" also must communicate with the recorder. When

selected the routine prints out a sub-menu which shows the

default and present settings of the parameters. The routine

finds the present value of the parameters by using the Peek

command to read the contents of the appropriate locations in

th� recorder. The Peek command is set up as a BASIC

subroutine to which the address of the Peek is passed, and it

returns the value found at that address to the calling

program. The Peek subroutine sets up the command bytes for

the machine language routine and then calls it. It reads the

value out of memory and passes it back to the calling

routine. All the analysis program routines that need to do a

Peek call this routine. After the sub-menu has been printed

out the user may select to change one of them. The routine

finds out the desired new value and then changes it by

calling the Poke routine. The Poke routine has the address

and the value to store at that address passed to it by the

calling routine. It sets up the command for the machine

language routine and calls it. It does not return any values

to the calling routine. All routines that need the Poke

function call this routine. After a parameter has been

changed the sub-menu is reprinted to show the new value of
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the parameters.

The Change parameters sub-menu also allows direct access

I

\
I to the link commands. A sub-menu showing the five link

commands, Poke, Peek, Clear, Dump, and Powei Down is

displayed. If Poke or Peek are selected the program requests

the required information and then calls the routines

described above. If Clear, Dump or Power Down are selected

the routine passes the command bytes to the BASIC routine

which sets up the bytes for the machine language routine and

then calls it.

The next main menu function that communicates with the

recorder is setting the time. The program requests the time

from the user and then uses the Poke routine to store each

byte of the time and date in the correct location in the

recorder. It also sets a flag location in the recorder ,using

Poke, to let it know that the time has been set.

When Clear is selected from the main menu it passes the

command bytes to the routine which sends the Clear command

byte to the recorder. It also uses the Poke command to set up

some locations in the recorder so it is ready to start

recording.

Finally the Quit command also communicates with the

recorder. The quit routine first checks if the data have been

read in but not saved to disk. If so it will allow the user

the option of saving. The Power Down command is then sent to

the recorder to put it in the low power mode. The analysis
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program is then finished and Ends.

As indicated in the above description, the analysis

program makes use of many subroutine calls. Figure 6.4 is an

example of the number of subroutine calls that can occur.

After the user selects Change Parameters from the ma�n menu,

the sub-menu subrout�ne is called. As it is printing out the

default and present values of the parameters, it calls Peek

to find the present value. Peek sets up the command bytes and

passes them to the BASIC Send Command routine. The BASIC

routine passes the command and calls the machine language

Send Command routine. The machine language Send Command uses

software DART routines to send and receive bytes over the

link.
t

The use of this many sub-routines can cause a large

amount of nesting to occur. Writing a large program in this

way has several advantages. It will be smaller since the code

to do the same function does not have to occur every time it

is needed. The program will be easier to debug since once a

certain function works, it will also work if called from

another routine. Lastly it should be easier to understand,

since every time the same call is seen the reader understands

that a certain function is being executed, such as the Peek

function.

6.4 Storage of the Data

The second major function performed by the analysis
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Main Menu

Submenu: Change Parameters

Function: example Peek

Basic routine: send command

ML routine: send
command & rcv reply

ML SW Uart
routine

Figure 6.4 Example of Subroutine Nesting in Analysis
Program.
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system is the permanent storage and retrieval of the pH data.

This data is stored on a standard five inch floppy disk using

the Commodore 4040 disk drive.

The analysis program will store the data when the user

requests by selecting "Save data on disk" from the main menu.

The subroutine first checks if any data have been read in and

if not allows the user to read it in then. Once data are

available the user is asked to enter a name for the file.

This allows the program to later select it from a number of

other data files. The user is prompted to insert a data disk

into Drive 1 of the 4040 and then it saves the data. The data

are stored in a Sequential file which is a type where the

data are stored sequentially and when it is read back it is

provided in the same order. Thus to read the forty fifth

piece of data the forty four before it must also be read.

First the number of bytes of data, and the fast and slow

values are stored. Then the pH data bytes are read from the

protected area of memory and written to the file. Once all

the data have been stored the file is closed and the program

returns to the main menu.

Data are read into the analysis system from the disk by

selecting "Read data into the computer", and then selecting

"Read data from disk" from the sub-menu. The user is then

asked the name of the file to be loaded. The user has the

option of having the directory of the data disk displayed in

case the name is not known. Once the name has been entered

the program reads in the data from the file. The values of
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the number of bytes, fast and slow rates are read and saved.

The pH data bytes are read and stored into the protected

memory area. Thus the data read in from the disk appears to

other routines on the analysis system to be the same as data

read in from the recorder. This allows the print out routines

to work identically for data from the disk or recorder. The

user is then told the number of bytes read and the program

returns to the main menu. The user can now analyze the data

as described in the following section.

6.5 Analysis of the Data

The analysis system allows the user to see the data in

numerical or graphical form to assist in the analysis.

Numerical data can be viewed on the CBM screen or printed out

on paper. A graphical representation of the data can not be

displayed on the CBM as it does not have sufficient graphic

capabilities. Grapical output to the printer is available in

two modes.

Choices three and four on the main menu select viewing

the data or printing it. If either is chosen the same

sub-menu is printed. For numerical data the output will be

sent to the screen, or to the printer and the screen

depending on which mode is chosen. In the view mode the user

is not allowed to select a graphical output.

In numerical format the user can choose to see the data

in raw or annotated form. In raw form the actual data bytes
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are simply printed out. The bytes which can have value from 0

to 255 contain the embedded codes for Speed up, Slow down,

and Pain, as well as the pH in byte form. A more generally

useful form is the Annotated data. In it the raw data is

converted into pH and the embedded codes are removed and a

message such as "Slow down code" is printed. Along the left

column of the display the time for each reading is displayed.

Next is the byte value of the data, then the pH it

represents.

To output the time beside each reading the program must

calculate the time at each reading since it is not stored for

each reading. Whenever the data are loaded in from the

recorder or disk the values of Fasttime and Slowmultiplier

are also read in. Since the'recorder stores the time and date

at the start of the data memory. The program thus starts with

this time and generates the time by adding on Fasttime or the

slow time depending on whether the recorder was in fast or

slow mode. The recorder also stores the time of a Speed up.

The program sets its time to this value to ensure that it

stays synchronized. In either the view or print modes the

program starts at the beginning of the data and prints out

the data with annotations until finished. The user can press

Space bar to pause the output or Escape to quit. When

finished, control is returned to the main menu routine.

In the print out mode the user has the menu option of

selecting a graphical output of the data. The two options, to

print all data or only Slow data, function in a similar
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manner. The heading is printed out to show the mode and the

start time of the retording. The printer is then put into a

compressed character mode and the line feed spacing set to

1/72 inch. The compressed character mode allows about 120

characters to be printed across 8.5 inch wide p a pe r , This

allows the time to be printed in the left margin and a to

10.0 pH to be displayed with 0.1 pH resolution. The 1/72 inch

linefeed spacing allows the minus sign (-) to be used as the

plotting character. On the printer the minus sign is 1/72

inches high so the points will connect. Characters are used

to produce the graph instead of the HX-80's dot graphics for

speed. The dot graphics mode requires that 480 bytes be sent

to the printer for each line printed. This transmission time

as well as the time to calculate the data to be sent would

make the plotting unreasonably slow.

An axis and scale for a to 10 pH is printed on the

paper. The routine then goes through the pH data to plot it.

The data are scaled to fit the 100 point resolution of the

printout and printed in the correct position. Every twelfth

point the time is printed out on the left margin. Every

thirty-sixth point a grid made up of periods C.) on the

integer pH values is also printed. When a Pain code is

encountered the pH value at that time is read and plotted as

a solid column whose height is the pH value. The printout

then continues until all data are plotted.

The only difference between options 3 and 4 is how Fast

mode data is handled. In mode 3, plot all data, all points
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whether Fast or Slow are plotted with the time updated for

each point and printed every twelfth time. In plot Slow mode

(option 4) all Slow data points are plotted. When a section

of Fast data is encountered only every l/Slowmult point is

plotted. With the default value of 10 this means every tenth

Fast data point is plotted. So in this mode all plotted

points are 60 seconds apart (for the default speeds). The

Slow mode graph takes about 15 minutes to print out on the

MX-80. A faster printer could shorten this time to about 8

minutes. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show the two types of graphs.

From the numerical or graphical printout the user can

easily determine the characteristics of interest. The number

of Pain indications, whether they correlate with the

esophageal pH, the amount of time the pH was below 4, can all

be seen. Thus the analysis routines show the collected data

in a format from which the presence or absence of reflux of

stomach acid can be determined.

This concludes the description of the Analysis system

software. The following sections describe how various

sections of the recorder system-were tested to prove proper

operation.
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7. POWER SWITCHING TEST

The low power/high power regulator circuit was tested in

a number of ways to ensure that it operated properly. The

method is also applicable to testing a general circuit which

operates from a switched power supply. The following sections

describe the testing and the general method.

7.1 Testing of Recorder Circuit

The regulator in the pH recorder was tested under two

conditions: static and switching. Under static conditions the

high power section is either on or off and testing consisted

of measuring the voltages and currents in the high and low

sections with the switched section in each state.

In the switching state, however, a third factor is

important. That factor is the length of time it takes the

high power section of the regulator to power up, and how this

affects the accuracy of the measurements. To measure these

effects a number of test routines were written. After the A/D

section of the recorder had been shown to work correctly with

the high power regulator continually on, a switching test was

written. The test set up the real time clock to cause an

interrupt every second. When the interrupt occurred the

recorder would switch on the high power regulator, wait some

time, and then read the A/D. The reading would then be sent

over the link to the CBM to be displayed and the recorder
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would power down to await the next interrupt. The one second

off time is long enough so that the voltage to the switched

circuitry is at zero for most of the period. By varying the

delay before the AID is read the effect of the switching on

the AID accuracy could be determined. The power supply

voltage to the switched circuitry was viewed on a storage

oscilloscope and it was seen to rise quickly after turn on

and be above 4.75 volts in about one millisecond.

The delay after powerup was initially set for one

millisecond. The pH being measured was set at a constant

value. It was found that the reading would jitter +1- 0.08 pH

from the nominal reading shown on the pH meter display. This

appeared to be the result of the power supply slowly changing

for several milliseconds after power up. The delay was

changed to 11 ms and the test repeated. The read�ngs were

then found to be very stable with the reading changing either

plus or minus 0.04 pH from nominal. This corresponds to the

resolution of the AID converter and is comparable to the

stability of the circuit when powered up continually.

Testing in this way allowed the reading to occur as

quickly as possible after power up yet retain the accuracy of

the unswitched mode. Since the switching circuit was

originally added to minimize power consumption, it is

important that the high power circuitry be on for as short a

time as possible. The following section describes how this

testing method can be used on a general circuit.
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7.2 Proposed General Testing Procedare

A switched circuit may contain a number of components

ranging from discrete transistors, resistors and capacitors,

to digital and analog Ies. In most cases the manufacturer of

the device does not provide enough information to predict its

behavior soon after power up. Even if the information was

provided the configuration of the circuit may change its

behavior. For example the output of an amplifier may take 10

microseconds to reach the correct value after power up if

nothing is connected to the output. In a filter circuit a

large capacitor may be connected to the output such that it

now takes 1 second to reach the correct value. For this

reason the components cannot be measured separately but

should be measured as a unit in the circuit of interest.

After the circuit is known to work in a non-switching

circuit it should be tested by simulating the actual

switching operation. If the circuit is going to be switched

on once per hour it is not necessary to have the simulation

wait that long. The test circuit need only wait long enough

for the power supply voltage to go to zero, and for the

output of the circuit to attain its steady state value. The

circuit that provides the power to the circuit must also

match the one that will be used. The time for the power to

rise to the On value, and the time to decay to zerb must

match that of the actual supply. In many cases the actual

supply circuit can be used, as it was to test the recorder
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circuit.

The object of the testing is to find the time delay

after power up which will allow the circuit to operate with

the same accuracy as in the continually powered circuit. In

an analog circuit it is desired that the output reach the

steady state value within an acceptable error limit. In some

cases this can be seen on a storage oscilloscope. The

oscilloscope is set to trigger every time the circuit powers

up and the point where the output consistently reaches the

final value is the time delay required.

In a digital circuit the output is either correct or

incorrect. The time delay which always gives the correct

output is the delay required; for example, when an AID

converter is converting a non-switched analog value. If the

circuit is set up to do a number of conversions after each

power up, the first few may always be incorrect. But after a

certain time delay the AID will be operating correctly so all

following conversions will be correct. The time of the first

reading that is consistently correct is the delay required.

In a m�xed analog and digital circuit, such as the

differential amplifier and AID converter in the recorder the

same method can be used. If the AID were set up to do

multiple conversion the results may be that the first

conversions are totally wrong and subsequent ones get more

and more accurate as the amplifier output stablizes.

Other factors to consider are temperature and power
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supply voltage changes. If the circuit is to operate over a

large range of temperature the required time delay should be

measured at the temperature extremes as well as the nominal

operating temperature. If the battery voltage ��anges

significantly the delay time should be measured at the

extremes since it may affect the power up time of the

circuit.

The importance of minimizing the delay time after power

up is proportional to the ratio of the On current to the Off

current, and the fraction of the time spent on against the

time spent off. Since the average current is

I
average

= Ion x Fractionon + Ioff x Fractionoff'
c

if the majority of I is contributed by the Off current
average

then the effect of unnecessarily long delay times is small.

For example if the two parts of the average current are 2 and

99 for the On and Off contributions, cutting the On time in

half by removing unnecessary delay will only drop I
average

from 101 to 100. In this case only a one percent saving was

realized. In the case where the On current is the major

contributor to I , changes in the On time have a very
average

large effect. For example if 100 and 1 are the contributions

of On and Off to I cutting the on time in half by
average

removing the unneccesary delay results in the average current

being nearly cut in half. In this example the average current

drops from 101 to 51. So the effect of excess delay time can
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vary from very small to nearly a direct effect depending on

the contributions of the off and on currents to the average.

This concludes the description of the switching testing.

The following section describes how the accuracy of the pH

reading section of the recorder was confirmed.
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8. TESTING OF THE SYSTEM

Before the pH recording system can be used to diagnose

esophageal reflux its accuracy must be shown. The accuracy

was proven in three steps, checking the pH meter and

microprobe combination against a reference system, checking

the AID section, and testing with a human subject. These

tests are described in the following sections.

8.1 PH Meter Testing

The first step in proving the accuracy of the recorder

system is to show that the selected pH meter and pH probe

meet the accuracy of standard labratory equipment. The

reference system used is a Metrohm 632 pH bench meter and a

Metrohm combined pH electrode. The recorder pH meter and

micro-probe were used with a KCI reference electrode in the

comparison. The Metrohm reference system did not require an

additional reference electrode since the combined electrode

contains both the pH electrode as well as the reference

electrode. Both systems were first standardized by immersing

the probes in a 7.0 pH reference solution. The temperature

knobs were set to the solution temperature and the

standardize knobs were adjusted to produce the 7.0 reading on

each meter. The probes were then inserted in a 4.0 pH

reference solution. On the Metrohm meter the Slope control

was adjusted to produce the 4.0 reading. The Slope adjustment

on the recorder pH meter is not a front panel control, but is
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instead adjusted with a screw driver. The adjustment was not

necessary since the factory setting produced the 4.0 reading.

The probes were then immersed in a solution of distilled

water and hydro-chloric acid (HCI). The pH of the solution

was varied by adding the base, sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The

beaker containing the solution was continuously stirred to

ensure a consistent pH throughout. With the pH ranging from 1

to 10 the recorder meter and probes were found to track the

standard system very well. The tracking was well within the

0.1 pH accuracy desired for the recorder system. The

differences were typically less than 0.03 pH. The next step

in testing the accuracy of the recorder is to test the AID

section as well. This testing is described in the followiing

section.

8.2 Testing AID Section of the Recorder

To test the AID section of the recorder a test program

was written. The program which ran in the recorder caused it

to power up every second and take a reading from the AID

converter. The reading was then sent to the CBM over the

communications link and the recorder powered down. The power

up method is the same as used in the final recorder software

so any inaccuracies due to the Stop mode and powering up were

measured. A program in the CBM would collect these readings

for up to 59 minutes and then spend the next minute writing

the data to the floppy disk. It then continued accepting
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readings. The readings could be viewed on the screen or

printed out at a later time.

To compare this data against the Metrohm system a chart

recorder was used. The Metrohm pH meter has output ,jacks that

allow it to be connected to a chart recorder to record

variations in the pH measured by the meter. The chart

recorder, a BBC!Goerz model Servogor 200, uses a roll of

paper about eleven inches wide. The paper is marked into 0 to

100 divisions. The chart reriorder was set up to produce 0 at

o pH and 100 at 10 pH. During the test the chart recorder was

run at a fixed speed.

For the test the probes from the two pH meters were

submerged in the solution. The recorder and CBM programs were

run to record the data and the Metrohm system was run to

record the standard data. The data stored by the CBM was then

plotted, by hand, on the plot produced by the chart recorder.

This allowed direct comparisons to be made regarding the

speed and accuracy of the recorder system.

The first test involved an HCI and distilled water

solution stirred continuously. NaOH was added slowly to

change the pH. The initial pH of the solution was 1.5; as the

NaOH was added and the acid neutralized the pH rose above 10,

and off the chart. HCl was then added to the solution to

bring the pH down to 1.5. After the test, the readings were

plotted on the chart. The two were found to track within 0.1

pH with one exception. The exception occurred because the
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response time of the large combined probe was considerably

faster than the micro-probe. As a result the combined probe

recording showed quick dips in the pH as acid was added until

the solution was fully mixed. The micro-probe on the other

hand smoothed over these quick transitions. This should not

prove to be a problem in use since when a reflux occurs the

pH in the esophagus will stay low until the acid is washed

away, by saliva or by the patient's drinking.

The next test was to repeat the comparison but using a

beaker of gastric juice (stomach acid). The gastric juice

contains proteins and other large molecules which can affect

the response time and accuracy of the measuring probes. The

combined probe and the micro-probe as well as the reference

electrode were submerged in th� sample. The pH was raised by

adding NaOH while continually mixing the solution. After the

solution was saturated with the NaOH and the pH had reached a

maximum it was lowered by adding HCI until the pH returned to

the initial acidic level. As in the previous test the

standard system was plotted by the chart recorder and the

recorder output stored by the CBM. After plotting the

recorder data on the chart recorder plot the response was

shown to have been slowed only slightly. The plot from the

combined probe still jumped as the sodium hydroxide was added

until it was mixed in. The recorder system still smoothed

over these quick changes. This test indicated that the

recorder and micro-probe could produce comparable �esults to

the reference system in both water and gastric juice
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solutions.

Next some tests were run to find out whether the

micro-probe or the recorder was responsible for the slow

response time compared to the Metrohm system. This was tested

by producing a step change in the pH. A large amount of HCl

sufficient to neutralize the NaOH in the beaker was added in

one large dose. With the solution being stirred rapidly the

pH drops from about 10 to about 1 in much less than a second.

The step response of the Metrohm system and of the recorder

system were first measured. The time for the Metrohm system

to fall from 10 to 3.0 pH was about 2 seconds, the recorder

with micro-probe took nearly 21 seconds. The micro-probe and

KCl reference electrode were then connected to the Metrohm �H
meter and the test re-run. The response time of this system

was found to be 5 seconds, which is faster than the recorder

system but slower than the Metrohm system with the combined

probe. This means that the probe and the recorder were both

responsible for the slower response time. Since nothing could

be done to change the probes, the pH meter in the recorder

was studied to determine if the response time could be

decreased. The meter was found to have a simple

Resistor�Capacitor (RC) low pass filter to reduce noise and

rapid pH changes. The RC filter was a 10 Megohm resistor

connected to the jack. The other side of the resistor was

connected to a 1.0 nF capacitor to ground. The connection

between the resistor and capacitor is also connected to the

input of a high impedance amplifier. The RC time constant due
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to the 10 Megohm resistor and the 1 nF capacitor is only 0.01

seconds which would not be a problem. But the pH probe

impedance is in series with the 10 Megohms. Based on the step

response measurements, the pH probe has an impedance of 3000

to 10000 Megohms which would produce a 3 to 10 second time

constant. The 1 nF capacitor was replaced with a 100 pF (one

tenth), then with a 33 pF (one thirtieth) capacitor and the

measurements taken again. The 33 pF value chosen gave a 5.5

second time from 10 to 3 pH which was sufficient without

increasing the noise significantly. After this change the

system was retested and the response time and accuracy found

acceptable for the intended use.

8.3 Testing with Human Subject

The first testing with a human subject was to find an

acceptable replacement for the KCl reference electrode.

Unlike the micro-probe the KCl electrode is large in diameter

as well as long. This combined with the problem of inserting

two probes prevents it from being inserted nasal-gastrically
with the micro-probe. The reference" function can also be

provided by allowing electrical contact between the patient's

body �nd the reference electrode. The patient could, for

example, insert a finger in a vial of KCl which also contains

the KCl electrode. Although this would work it would cause

problem in use from the inconvenience of the patient and the

danger of spillage. A better solution is to use an

electrocardiogram (ECG) electrode. These are disposable
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self-adhesive electrodes designed to provide good electrical

contact with the skin. Testing was done with these on a

subject to show that it works as well as the KCl electrode.

The subject first placed and held some dilute HCl in his

mouth along with the micro-probe. The ECG electrode was

attached on the stomach area and the KCl electrode was set up

in a KCl solution the subject could insert a finger into. The

two references were alternately connected to the recorder to

see the effect on the readings. The ECG was found to match

the KCl electrode very closely as long as it was making good

contact. This was found to be a function of hair in the
< ,

contact area as well as the quantity of ECG paste used to

improve conductivity.

In the second test the micro-probe was inserted down

into the esophagus where it will normally be used. The

patient drank dilute HCl to simulate the pH drop during a

reflux and also drank water to raise it back to normal

levels. Initially no solutions were taken to allow a base

line for normal pH to be discerned. It was found to be about

7.0 pH with both the KCI electrode and the ECG electrode.

This was as expected.

After drinking a small amount of the HCI solution the pH

quickly dropped to about 2 pH and stayed there. As expected

the pH remained stable since the ions remain in the esophagus

until saliva or other fluids wash them away. As saliva was

swallowed the pH started rising, then drinking water caused
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the pH to return to normal levelS. Drinking a smaller amount

of acid caused the pH to dip to ahout 4 pH and rise back to

about 6.5 as the solution dispersed. The pH rose to 7 after

drinking water. So the recorder sytem performed as expected

with a human subject.

An additional test with a human subject was run to

collect data to demonstrate the graphing function showing the

pH pattern a patient with the reflux problem would have. The

test used the ECG electrode on the subject's forearm to

provide the reference, and had the micro pH probe in his

mouth. The reflux of acid was simulated with a softdrink

which contains phosphoric acid. This drink has a pH of about

2.0 which is similar to stomach acid.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 are plots of this test which show

all the data, and only the "slow" data, respectively. The

recording rate was changed to a one second fast rate, and a

two second slow rate. This allowed a short twenty minute test

to record a sufficient amount of data. At the normal 6 and 60

second rates a plot this long would cover about a ten hour

period.

Both plots show Pain indications as solid lines

extending from 0.0 pH up to the actual pH at the time of the

pain button press. Figure 8.1 shows additional detail

whenever the pH drops below 4.0 or when the pain button has

been pressed since the recorder switched to the fast rate of

1 second per reading.
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This concludes the section on testing of the recorder.

The following section covers the results and conclusions.

r
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9. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of this project have produced a biomedical

data recorder capable of accurately recording esophageal pH

for a twenty-four hour period. The recorder is also capable

of communicating with a desk top microcomputer to allow the

recorder configuration to be set or changed and to allow the

collected data to be transferred to the microcomputer for

analysis and storage. The analysis program allows the pH data

to be storred on a floppy disk and to be viewed on the

computer screen or printed on paper in numerical or graphical

form.

The system has been used by medical personnel at the
t

University of Saskatchewan Hospital on several patients. In

two cases no correlation was seen between chest pains and

periods of low pH. Other attempts resulted in no usable data

due to poor reference electrode connection, bad batteries, or

recorder problems which have since been corrected. Additional

future attempts should be capable of showing the correlation

if it exists.

This project has also shown that a microprocessor based

recorder can be designed to selectively record data of

interest to maximize the utilization of memory in the

recorder. The ability to adjust recording parameters to

optimize useful data collection has also been showri.

In conclusion, a desk top microcomputer running an
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analysis program, a microprocessor based data recorder

circuit, a standard pH meter, combined with software for the

recorder and a plastic case to contain the recorder and pH

meter have been designed to produce a complete system for the

collection and analysis of biomedical pH. data. Testing and

preliminary usage have shown the system to work. At the

recorder level the use of CMOS circuitry along with the power

switching method to reduce the power usage of high current

circuitry has been shown to be an effective method of meeting

the battery life requirements for a portable instrument of

this type.
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Appendix A.

Users Manual for pH .Recorder System
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USERS MANUAL FOR PH RECORDER SYSTEM

1.0 Introduction

The pH recorder system allows the user to perform 24

hour esophageal monitoring with a portable instrument. It

also allows the collected data to be permanently stored on

magnetic disk, or printed out on paper in numerical or

graphical form. This manual describes the various sections of

the system and how they are used.

2.0 Description of System

The pH recorder system is made up of two major sections,

the portable recorder and the analysis system. The recorder

is a small self contained unit which contains a digital pH
.

meter as well as the data recorder which stores the pH

information. The analysis system is made up of a Commodore

CBM 8032 microcomputer, a 4040 dual disk drive, and an Epson

MX-80 printer. When in Communication mode, they are connected

with a thin co-axial cable which ends in a standard RCA plug.

This plug connects to a mating jack on the left side of the

recorder.

When the recorder is in the Communication mode, or not

in use, it should be plugged into the battery charger to keep

the internal battery at full charge. The charger cable ends

in a standard 1/8 inch plug which connects to the left side
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of the recorder. A red LED on the front of the charger will

light to indicate the charger is plugged in. To check that

the charger is working properly, insert one of the �harging

plugs into the jack on the rear of the unit. The green LED

will light to indicate proper operation of the charger. If

the recorder ever becomes full discharged, the charger will

return it to full charge in about 12 to 15 hours. If the

battery is ever run entirely dead the microcomputer may not

start running even after a battery recharge. This can be

tested by entering the Communication mode described below.

After plugging �n the communication cab1e� if the analysis

system responds "Time out error" after an attempt to change

the recorder parameters, then the recorder is not running.

The recorder can be restarted by pressing the reset button

beside the LCD window with a pointed object. Resetting the

recorder will clear any data that may have been collected.

SAFETY WARNING: The recorder MUST be disconnected from the

charger and analysis system whenever a patient is connected

to it. This is to avoid the remote possibility of a shock

hazard.

To use the analysis system, first power the equipment

on. The switch for the CBM is found at the right rear, and

the disk drive switch is at the left rear. If the printer is

going to be used, the switch is on the right side of the

unit. The disk containing the analysis program should be

inserted into Drive 0 of the 4040, and the door closed.
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Pressing the Shift key and then Run on the CBM keyboard will

cause the analysis program to be loaded and run. The program

will tell you to connect the recorder to the charger and to

the analysis system. The next section describes how to set up

the recorder for a recording session.

3.0 Recording

After the recorder has been connected and the CBM is

running the analysis program, the recorder must be placed in

the Communication mode. To do this lift the hinged door on

the recorder to uncover the controls. The Mode switch in the

lower left corner should be moved to Comma The Start button

above it should then be pressed and held for at least one

second. The recorder is now in Communication mode. Note,

moving the Mode switch has no effect unt�l Start is pressed

and held.

There are three things that need to be done before the

recorder is prepared for a recording session. The first is to

read out any data in the recorder since a later sess�on will

erase it. This topic is described in the next section 4.0

Analysis.

The analysis system program supports a menu system to

interface with the user. The program has a main menu and a

number of sub-menus. Below �s the main menu.
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Select, the desired operation

1) Read data into computer
2) Save data on disk
3) Display data on screen

4) Print data out on printer
5) Change operating parameters in Recorder
6) Set the time in the Recorder
7) Clear out Recorder for next patient
8) QUIT

Operation desired (1-8)? []

In this menu and in the submenus a selection is made by

entering a number corresponding to the desired operation and

pressing the Return key. Should an illegal value be entered the

program will ask for a valid selection.

The first step in setting up for the next recording session

is to clear out the recorder. To do this select 7 on the main

menu and press Return. If data have not been read in from the

recorder this session, the program will ask if you want to read

in the data now. If no, you will be asked if you would like to

clear the recorder. Answer by typing y for yes and Return. The

recorder will now be cleared.

For the recorder to enter the Recording mode it must also

have the correct time and date. If these have not been set or

you would like to correct the time, select 6 on the main menu

and press Return. A sub-menu is shown with the choices of

setting the time and date, setting the time only, or returning

to the main menu. If time and date are chosen, the program first

requests the date in the format of YYMMDD where YY is a two
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digit number for the year, MM is a two digit number for the

month, and DD is a two digit number for the date. If it is month

1, January, for example enter 01 so that the full date is

exactly 6 digits long. The time is then entered in 6 digit

format. The format is HHMMSS, where HH is the time in 24 hour

format, MM is the minutes, and SS is the seconds. Again, leading

zeros should be used when the hours, minutes, or seconds are

single digit numbers.

Once the recorder has been cleared and the time set, it is

ready to Record. But first the pH meter should be calibrated.

Exit the analysis program by selecting 8) QUIT. This ends the

program and puts the recorder in a low power mode. This will

allow maximum battery life if the recording session is not

started right away. The powered down mode also allows the most

accurate calibration of the pH meter. If the meter is calibrated

with the recorder in the Communication mode the meter will read

about 0.05 pH low. The recorder should be unplugged from the

analysis system and from the charger for the calibration and

conne�tion to the patient.

To calibrate the meter, switch it on using the power switch

on the left side of the recorder panel. Connect the pH

microprobe to the large BNC connector on the right side of the

recorder. Connect a KCl reference electrode to the black jack

above the BNC. The two probes are then inserted into a reference

pH solution. The Temperature dial on the recorder should be set

to the temperature of the solution. The Standardize dial should
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be adjusted until the reading on the meter display equals that

of the reference solution. The Temperature dial shnuld then be

set to body temperature, 37 degrees C. The meter and probe are

now calibrated for the patient.

The recorder is now ready for connection to the patient.

The patient's belt should be inserted through the leather strap

on the rear of the recorder and the recorder adjusted for a

comfortable fit at the waist. The reference electrode should now

be attached to the patient. Using electrode paste, attach an ECG

electrode to a hairless area of the patient, such as the stomach

area. A good connectiori is required for accurate readings from

the recorder. The cable from the electrode should then be

plugged into the reference electrode plug on the right of the

recorder. The pH microprobe should then be inserted into the

patient's esophagus and the end connected to the BNC connector

on the recorder.

The recording can now be started by switching the Mode

switch to Record. T�e Start button should be pressed and held

for 2 seconds. The red indicator LED should light to indicate

the recording has started. If the LED does not light, it is

likely that the recorder was not cleared or the time not set.

Reconnect to the analysis system and do the required operation.

As before, the patient should not be connected to the recorder

when it is connected to the analysis system or charger, to avoid

a shock hazard.
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The door to the controls should be locked by turning the

trapped screw tight. The patient should be informed about the

use of the pain button. The recording can now proceed for the

desired length of time. When the patient returns, the analysis

system can now be used to analyze the data as described in the

following section.

4.0 Analysis

The analysis system is used to analyze the data collected

by the pH recorder. It allows the data to be permanently stored

on floppy disk, or printed out on paper. The following section

describes the use of the analysis system to perform the various

functions. t

The first step in analysis is to put the recorder in

Communication mode and connect it to the CBM as described in

section 2.0. After switching Mode to Comm and pressing and

holding Start, the recorder is ready to talk to the analysis

system.

The new data collected by the recorder will normally be

loaded into the CBM. Selecting choice number 1 from the main

menu will cause a sub-menu to be displayed with three possible

choices. Choice number 3 will return to the main menu in case

reading in the data was mistakenly selected. Choice 1 is to read

in the data from the recorder, which is what is normally desired

after a recording session. Selecting 1 will cause the data to be
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read in, and the message "Please wait 45 seconds" to be

displayed. As the data passes from the recorder to the CBM the

character in the upper left corner of the screen will rapidly

ch�nge. The red indicator LED on the recorder will also flicker

to indicate that the data are being passed. When the load has

finished after 45 seconds, a message indicating the number of pH

readings taken will be displayed. Since the recorder can store a

maximum of 4096 readings, this will indicate how close to full

the recorder got.

If number two was selected, then data could be read into

the analysis system from a floppy disk. The name of the data

file is requested and it should be entered exactly and Return

pressed.tlf the name of the file is not known, Return alone can

be pressed and a directory of the disk in Drive 1 will ·be

displayed. The name of the desired file should be noted and

entered after returning to the name prompt. The data will then

be read in.

After reading the data in from the recorder, the data may

be saved on floppy disk to have a permanent record. Selecting 2

on the main menu will select this function. If no data have yet

been read in, the program will allow it to be done then. The

user is then prompted to enter a descriptive name for the data

file. The data will then be stored on the disk in Drive 1 of the

4040. This file can be later analyzed by loading it from the

disk as described above.
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The data from the recorder can be analyzed by displaying it

on the CBM screen or by printing it out on the printer. These

two functions are selected by choosing 3 or 4 on the main menu.

Selecting 4 will cause a sub-menu to be displayed. There are

five choices with the fifth being returning to the main menu.

Choice one prints out the data in a raw form. The data is

printed exactly as it is stored in the recorder inclu�ing the

special codes. Choice 2 which will normally be used, prints the

data out in an annotated format. The print out starts with the

time and date as recorded by the recorder (not the present time

and date). It is followed by a list of all the readings with one

reading per line. The left column is the time in the HH:MM:SS

format. Next is the pH reading as stored by the recorder, and

the third column is the actual pH value that it represents. The

print out will also contain notes referring to the special codes

of the recorder. When the recorder changed from the fast rate to

the slow rate, "SLOW DOWN CODE" will be printed to indicate the

point of the speed change. Checking the time between readings

before and after this message will also i�dicate the speed

change. If the recorder changed from the slow rate to the fast

rate this will also be indicated. The first column will contain

the time of the speed up, then "SPEED UP CODE", then the pH at

the time of the speed up. The only other message displayed is

for a Pain indication. In this case the first column contains

the time the Pain button was pressed, the second "PAIN CODE",

followed by the pH at that instant. S�nce the recorder switches

to Fast mode when Pain is pressed, the following readings will

be at the fast rate. Below is a sample of an annotated print
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out.

ANNOTATED DATA

1985:1:18:4 21:46:00 Date & Time

21:46:00 154 6.16 ph
21:46:06 154 6.16 ph
21:46:12 148 5.92 ph
21:46:18 147 5.88 ph
SLOW DOWN CODE
21:47:18 148 5.92 ph
21:48:18 147 5.88 ph
21:48:30 SPEED UP CODE 3.88 ph
21:48:36 90 3.60 ph
21:48:37 PAIN CODE 3.60 ph

The last choice for print outs is 3 or 4 for a graph of pH

data. Choice 3 will print out all of the data. Each data byte is

plotted as one point, and since the data were recorded at two

different rates, the time axis of the plot will be at a variable

rate. The plot does print out the time at every twelfth point so

this can be used to determine the approximate time of any point.

The data points at the Fast rate occur after any Pain button

press or when the pH drops below 4.0 pH, so this plot shows

additional detail around these points of interest. The length of

the plot depends on the number of data points recorded but 2800

bytes would result in a plot about 40 inches long.

Choice 4 on the sub-menu produces a plot of the Slow data

only. With the default recording speeds of 6 seconds and one

minute, the points on the plot will be one minute apart. In this

mode all the Slow data points are plotted and only every tenth

Fast point (ie one minute) are plott�d. This mode will give a

chart of consistent length since there are 1440 minutes in 24
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hours. The length of the plot will be about 20 inches.

Both types of plots indicate the Pain code by plotting a

solid bar from 0 pH up to a value of the pH at the time of the

pain. The time of the Pain is not printed directly but it can be

estimated from the time marks at the left of the chart. If the

exact time is required it can be found in the annotated data

display.

The user may also choose to display the data on the CBM

screen by selecting 3 from the main menu. This mode has the same

sUb-menu as the print out mode so the above discussion applies

to it. The on-screen viewing does not support a graph of the

data. so choice 3 or 4 on the sub-menu will not work.

This concludes the description of the analysis of the

recorder data. In the next section, how to reconfigure the

recorder is discussed.

5.0 Changing the Recorder Parameters

The pH recorder changes between the fast and slow recording

rates based on a number of parameters. These parameters can be

changed from the analysis system to allow more effective use of

the recorder system.

The pH recorder can store a maximum of 4096 pH readings. If

the recorder ran at a constant rate of six seconds the recorder
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would fill up in under seven hours. To allow a recording period

of 24 hours or more the recorder has two recording speeds and

uses the slower when the data is of lesser interest. The

recorder has two parameters that define what is of interest, and

thus recorded at the fast rate, and what is not. The first

parameter is the pH Threshold. When the pH is above the

threshold it will always go to the slow rate. When the pH drops

below the threshold, the recorder will go to the fast rate for a

number of readings and then if the second parameter is not met

it will slow down. The second parameter relates to the rate of

change of the pH. If the pH changes by an amount greater than

Slope for two consecutive readings, the recorder will go into or

stay at the fast rate. If the pH is changing less than the Slope

threshold the recorder will change to the slow rate to save on

storage space.

Selecting 4 from the main menu of the analysis program will

allow the user to change the recorder parameters. A sub-menu is

displayed which shows the parameters that can be changed, their

present value, and their default values. The recorder will

return to the default values any time the recorder is reset, or

the battery is disconnected and reconnected. Any parameter that

is changed will remain at the new value until rechanged or the

recorder is reset. Choice one refers to the time between

readings at the fast rate. It is normally 6 seconds but can be

changed from 1 to 60 seconds. The second choice is the slow

multiplier. This multiplier times the fast time will give the

time between slow readings. The default value is 10, so the slow
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rate is 6 seconds x 10 = 60 seconds. The slow multiplier can be

varied from 2 to 255. By varying these two values it is possible

to capture as much data as desired from periods of interest and

little from the other periods.

The third choice is the pH Threshold which has a default

value of 4.0 pH. Since the recorder will go to slow mode when

the pH is above this value, it can be varied to separate pH

levels of interest from those that are not. The fourth choice in

the sub-menu is the Slope threshold. The default value is 0.4 pH

which requires the pH to change at least 0.4 pH for two reading

periods for the recorder to stay in fast when the pH is below

the Threshold. With the default fast rate of 6 seconds, the pH

must change, upward or downward, at least 0.8 pH in 12 seconds

or the recorder will enter the slow mode. By varying Threshold

and the Slope threshold, the user can control what occurrences

cause the recorder to enter the fast rate. For example if

Threshold is set very low, say 2.0 pH then only events that

cause the pH to drop below this value will cause the recorder to

enter the fast mode. Or if the Slope threshold is set very low,

then the recorder will te-nd to stay in fast at all times when

the pH is below Threshold since tiny fluctuations will pass the

Slope test. Or if Slope is set very high, then the recorder will

only enter fast when the pH drops below Threshold and then

return to slow. The pH would have to rise above Threshold and

drop below again for the recorder to go to fast. In all cases

the recorder will go to fast for a period whenever the Pain

button is pushed.
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Choice five on the sub-menu is for single speed. The

default mode is no, which means the recorder operates in the two

speed mode described above. If single speed mode is enabled then

the recorder basically stays in the fast mode at all times. The

slow multiplier, pH Threshold, and Slope threshold have no

effect. The recorder will simply take a reading as often as

specified by Fast Rate and store it until the memory is full.

With the default value of six seconds the recorder would fill in

6.8 hours, with 1 second readings in 1.1 hours, and with 60

second readings in 68 hours. This mode can be used if it is

desirable to have readings at a constant rate and the recorder

memory allows a sufficiently long recording time.

Choice number six allows direct access to the recorder

memory. If selected, a menu will be printed out which displays

all the commands supported by the recorder. All the higher level

commands that the analysis system uses are generated from these

basic ones. The five link commands are Poke, Peek, Clear, Dump,

Power Down. These commands are not required in normal use of the

recorder and analysis system but will be briefly described. Poke

is similar to the Basic language command of the same name. It

allows a certain value to be stored at a certain location in

mem�ry. If selected, the user inputs the value, and the address,

which are then sent to the re£order which will execute the

command. The Poke may change important data used by the recorder

program so a Poke to the wrong location may crash the recorder,

losing any pH data in it. In any case the recorder can be
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recovered using the Reset switch.

The second link command is Peek which, like the Basic

command, returns a value which equals the contents found at a

specified location. The user enters the location, and the

recorder replies with the value found at that address. The third

link command is Clear which performs the same function as the

command in the main menu. The recorder will reset various

pointers and flags to allow it to enter the recording mode when

the Start is pressed. Command four is Dump which tells the

recorder to transfer the content of the pH data memory. This

command is used by the analysis program when the data are read

in from the recorder ( main menu number 1). The last link

command is Power Down. This command tells the recorder to enter

a power saving mode. When the user exits the analysis program

via the QUIT command this command is sent to the recorder. When

the user is finished using the link commands, selecting 6 will

return the program to the main menu.

Initially the user may only use sections 3 and 4 of this

manual to record and analyze data. After gaining some experience

and seeing how well the recorder uses the default setting in the

two speed recording system, the user may want to fine tune the

parameters to make best use of the recorder. The next section is

a quick reference for setting up and using the pH recording

system.
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6.0 Quick Reference.

COMMUNICATION MODE

-power up analysis system

-insert analysis disk in Drive 0

-press Shift then Run to load and run program

-connect recorder to charger and to CBM

-select Comm on Mode switch and press & hold Start button

RECORD MODE

-read in data from recorder if desired

-set time if necessary

-clear out recorder

-select Record on Mode switch and press & hold Start button

-red LED should light to indicate successful start

CALIBRATE PH METER

-recorder should be in powered down mode for best accuracy

-if not, exit analysis program w�th choice 8, QUIT

-connect probe and KCl reference to recorder

-submerse in reference solution

-set Temp dial to temperature of solution

-adjust Standardize so reading on meter matches solution

pH.

-set Temp dial to body temperature to calibrate for patient

-calibration is complete

END OF USERS MANUAL
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APPENDIX B.

RECORDER SOFTWARE GENERAL ROUTINES
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Assembler Data Remarks

***********************************************************

;Power on reset routine

Powerup

Loop

Timer

Clock

; entered on power up or when reset pressed

;Start: 1F80

BSET7 DDRA
BSET7 PA

LDX #$30
LDA Table,X
STA Ram,X
DEC (X)
BPL Loop

IE 04
IE 00

AE 30
D6 IF 00
E7 40
SA
2A F8

A6 60
B7 09

;set port to output
;switch on regulator

;loop variable 30 hex

;transfer powerup
; variables to ram

;if > 0 do again

;disable CPU timer

LDA #$AO
STA CLB

A6 AO
C7 01 OB ;inhibit RTC updates

;set for 32kHz xtal

;clear valid ram bit

;min alarm don't care

;hrs alarm don't care

;alarm on seconds=O

;allow updates, binary
; time, 24 hr mode

;set-I/O bits to output. Used to control AID

;controls ALE on AID
;controls OE on AID

JMP Stop CC 1A 00 ;go wait for interrupt

***********************************************************

LDA #$60
STA TCR

LDA #$20
STA CLA

LDA CLD

A6 20
C7 01 OA

C6 01 OD

LDA #$FF
STA CL3
STA CLs

A6 FF
C7 01 03
C7 01 05

LDA #$00
STA CL1

A6 00
C7 01 01

LDA #$26
STA CLB

A6 26
C7 01 OB

BSETO DDRA
BSET1 DDRA

10 04
12 04
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Labels Assembler Data Remarks

***********************************************************

;Stop routine

;entered to do power down function
.

,
..

;leaves on interrupt, after RTI it checks the Mode
; if Comm it jumps to Comm if not it does Stop
.

,

;Start: lAOO

Stop CLI 9A ;make sure interrupt
. can wake it up,

BCLR7 PA IF 00 ;switch off regulator

STOP 8E ;stop until interrupt

;after return from interrupt (RTI)

LDA Mode
CMP #1
BNE Stop
JMP Comm

B6 45 ;check the mode
Al 01
26 F6 ;if not Comm then stop
CC 18 00 . else goto comm,

***********************************************************
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Labels Assembler Data Remarks

***********************************************************

;Interrupt (IRQ) handler routine
.

,

;entered on every IRQ
; jumps to correct routine
.

,

;Start: 1A10

IRQ BSET7 DDRA IE 04 ;switch on regulator
BSET7 PA IE 00

BRSET4 PA Next 08 00 03 ;check start button

JMP START CC 1B 00 ;yes go start

Next BRSET3 PA Next2 06 00 09 ;check pain button

Pain LDA Mode B6 45 ;see if in rec mode
BMI Inrec 2B 02 · 128 = record,

Notrec CLC 98 ;pain ignored in other
RTI 80 · modes,

Inrec JMP Pain CC 1B 90 ;in rec & pain pushed

Next2 t LDA CLC C6 01 OC ;read alarm flag
AND #$20 A4 20 · which clears it,

BEQ Notalarm 27 07 ;was it alarm?

Isalarm LDA Mode B6 45 ;see if in Rec mode
BPL Notalarm 2A 03 ;plus means not Rec

Recmode JMP Alarm CC 1D 00 ;in Rec and alarm

Notalarm CLC 98 ;alarm not valid for
RTI 80 · this mode so return,

· to Stop routine,

***********************************************************
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Labels Assembler Data Remarks

***********************************************************

;Start button
.

,

; debounce start button and start correct mode

;Start: 1BOO

Start LDX #0 AE 00
LDA #$80 A6 80

Loop DEC (X) SA
BNE Loop 26 FD
DEC (A) 4A
BNE Loop 26 FA

Held? BRCLR4 PA Startup 09 00 02

Nostart CLC 98
RTI 80

Startup BRCLRs PA Startrec OB 00 09

Startcom LDA #01 A6 01
STA Mode B7 45

Wait BRCLR4 PA Wait 09 00 FD

SEC 99
RTI 80

Startrec LDA Ready? B6 44
BNE Time 26 02

Notready CLC 98
RTI 80

Time LDA Validtime B6 46
BEQ Notready 27 FA

RDYtoREC BSET6 DDRA 1C 04
BCLR6 PA 1D 00

LDA #$FF A6 FF

Delay DEC (X) SA
BNE Delay 26 FD
DEC (A) 4A
BNE Delay 26 FA

BSET6 PA Ie 00
BCLR6 DDRA 1D 04

;save time in first 7 bytes

;wait one second

;6 x 256 x 5 microsec

;7.68ms x 128 = 984ms

;is start still down

;no let out too soon

;return to Stop

;yes. check mode

;1 means comm

;set new Mode
;wait until button
; released
;set flag to jmp
; to �omm in Stop

;see if ready to rec

;0 = not ready

;not ready so LED
; will not light

;see if time is set

;0 = no

igo into rec mode
;turn on LED

;leave on 1.5 sec

;turn off LED
;set to input
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Savetime LDX #9
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save
JSR Rdclock

SaveA/D

Update

Storeit

Wait

JSR Save

JSR Rdclock
JSR Save
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save
DEC (X)
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save
DEC (X)
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save
DEC (X)
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

LDX #0
JSR AID
JSR Save

LDX #0
JSR Rdclock
ADD Fasttime

CMP #$3C
BMI Storeit
SUB #$3C

STA CL1

BRCLR4 PA Wait

LDA #$80
STA Mode

CLR Ready

RTI
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Data

AE 09
CD IE 70
CD IE 00
CD IE 70

CD IE 00

CD IE 70
CD IE 00
CD IE 70
CD IE 00
SA
CD IE 70
CD IE 00
SA
CD IE 70
CD IE 00
SA
CD IE 70
CD IE 00

AE 00
CD IE 87
CD IE 00

AE 00
CD IE 70
BB 40

Al 3C
2B 02
AO 3C

;read year (CL9)
;read clock routine
;call save routine
tread month (CL8)

; rdclock has auto

; decrement of X
tread date (CL7)

;read weekday (CL6)

;then X = 4

tread hours (CL4)

;then X = 2
tread minutes (CL2)

;then X = 0
tread seconds (CLO)

;channel 0
tread AID routine
;save value

;set alarm for 0 sec

;get seconds
;add on 6 seconds

;see if past 60

;yes subtract 60

C7 01 01 ;alarm in 6 seconds

09 00 FD ;wait till start
; button released

A6 80 ;set mode to Rec
B7 45

3F 44

80

;don't allow a restart

;go to Stop to

; wait for alarm

***********************************************************
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RECORDER SOFTWARE RECORD MODE ROUTINES



Labels Assembler
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Data Remarks

***********************************************************
;Alarm routine

Alarm

Clip.

Speed

Slow

Save pH

Check

Speedup

handles alarm from RTC and reads AID
and stores if required. Jmps to Fast
or exits via RTI

.

,

;Start: IDOO

LDX #0
JSR DelayA/D

CMP #251
BLO Speed
LDA #250

STA ThispH

LDA SPEED
BEQ Slow
JMP Fast
DEC Slowcount
LDA Slowcount
CMP #0
BEQ Save pH

JSR ChngSpd

BRA Check

LDA SlowMult
STA SlowCount

LDA ThispH
JSR Save

JSR ChngSpd

LDA ShldSpd
BEQ Stay

LDA #253
JSR Save

LDX #4
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

LDX #2
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

AE 00
CD IE 80

Al FB
25 02
A6 FA

B7 55

B6 50
27 03
CC ID 80
3A 51
B6 51
Al 00
27 05

;pick channel no. 0
;read AID (value in A)

;is it > 251

;clip to 250

;store pH value

;find speed:O=slow
;go to right routine

;go to fast routine
;countdown to save pH
;check if time to save

;save if 0

CD IE 20 ; no. See if should
; speed up

20 OC

B6 41
B7 51

B6 55
CD IE 00

CD IE 20

B6 56
27 27

A6 FD
CD IE 00

AE 04
CD IE 70
CD IE 00

AE 02
CD IE 70
CD IE 00

;reload slow counter

;load pH
;store in data ram

;see if should
; speed up

;result from ChngSpd
;O=slow so stay slow

;speed up code
;save code

;read CL4, hrs in RTC
;save hrs

;read CL2, minutes
;save minutes
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LDX #0 AE 00
JSR Rdclock CD IE 70 ;read CLO, seconds
JSR Save CD IE 00 ;save seconds

LDA #1 A6 01 ; 1 = fast
STA Speed B7 50 ;change speed to fast

LDA SlowCount B6 51 ;# to next save

ADD SlowMult BB 41 ;add one minute

STA FastCnt B7 54 ;time to stay fast

;update variables for next time

Stay LDA LastpH B6 52 ;keep last 2 readings
STA Last2pH B7 53
LDA ThispH B6 55
STA LastpH B7 52

Update LDX #0 AE 00
JSR Rdc10ck CD IE 70 ;read CLO, seconds

ADD Fasttime BB 40 ;add on 6 seconds
CMP #$3C Al 3C ;compare to 60
BMI Storeit 2B 02 ;if <= store it

SUB #$3C AO 3C ;>60, subract 60

Storeit STA CLI C7 01 01 ;put in sec alarm

Check bat JSR BattTest CD IE AO ;check battery condo
CLC 98
RTI 80 ;a11 done RTI to Stop

***********************************************************

:Fast

stores pH, changes speed if necessary
then branches to Stay

;Start: ID80

Fast LDA ThispH B6 55
JSR Save CD IE 00 ;save pH in data ram

LDA Onespeed B6 47 ;see if 1 or 2
. speed mode.,

BNE Stay 26 D2 ;<>0 is single speed
DEC FastCnt 3A 54 :need not change speed
BNE Stay 26 CE
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JSR ChngSpd

LDA ShldSpd
BEQ SlowDwn

StayFast LDA SlowMult
STA Fastcnt

BRA Stay

SlowDwn LDA #252
JSR Save

LDA #0
STA Speed

LDA SlowMult
STA SlowCount

BRA Stay

166

Data

CD IE 20 ;should it stay fast?

B6 56
27 06

B6 41
B7 54

20 Cl

;check if should chng
;O=slow so slowdown

;will stay fast for
; another 10 times

;clean up for next

; time

A6 FC
CD IE 00 ;save SlowDown code

A6 00
B7 50

B6 41
B7 51

20 B2

;change speed to slow

;init slow counter

;clean up for next

; time

***********************************************************

;Pain interrupt handler

entered via JMP from IRQ handler
reads AID, stores reading and pain code
goes to fast mode or lengthens fast mode
returns to Stop via RTI

.

,

;Start: IB90

Pain LDX #0
JSR DelayA/D

CMP #251
BMI Save pH

Clip LDA #250

Save pH STA ThispH

SaveCode LDA #254
JSR Save

LDA ThispH
JSR Save

LDX #4
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

AE 00
CD IE

Al FB
2B 02

A6 FA

B7 55

;read channel 0
80 ;read AID, value in A

;is it >250
;no, st o r e it

;clip it to 250

;store pH

A6 FE
CD IE 00 ;store Pain code

B6 55
CD IE 00

AE 04
CD IE 70
CD 1 E 00

;store pH

:read CL4, hours
;save hours
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Wasfast

Spup

Endit

Wait

LDX #2
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

LDX #0
JSR Rdclock
JSR Save

LDA Speed
BEQ Spup

LDA Fastcnt
ADD SlowMult
STA Fastcnt

BRA Endit

LDA #1
STA Speed

LDA Slowcount
ADD SlowMult

STA Fastcnt

JSR Delay

BRCLR3 PA Wait

RTI

AE 02
CD IE 70
CD IE 00

AE 00
CD IE 70
CD IE 00

B6 50
27 08

B6 54
BB 41
B7 54

20 OA

A6 01
B7 50

B6 51
BB 41

B7 54

;read CL2, minutes
;save minutes

;read CLO, seconds
;save seconds

;see if fast speed
;no: go speed up

;stay fast for an

; extra 10 readings

;done with fast

;speed up

;numb to next save

; plus 1 minute

CD IE 80 ;waste time

07 00 FD ;wait till button
; released

80

***********************************************************

;return to Stop

Save

Carry

;Save routine

stores A in data ram and increments
data pOinter and checks if full
calls Ram routine to do actual storing
exits via RTS

;Start: 1EOO

JSR Ram

INC Loloc
BNE Nocarry

INC Hiloc

LDA Hiloc
CMP #$18
BNE Nocarry

BD 60

3C 62
26 OE

3C 61

B6 61
Al 18
26 06

;store Acc in ram

;inc pointer low byte
;need to inc hi byte?

;yes

;see if ram full
;$17FF is end

;is it $1800?
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Full DEC Loloc 3A 62 ;return pntr to $17FF
DEC Hiloc 3A 61

CLR Mode 3F 4S ;ram full go to
. standby,

Nocarry RTS 81 ;done. return to
. calling routine,

**********************************************************

;Ram routine

called from Save, exits via RTS
this code is stored in ram because it" is
modified by Save to fake indirect addressing
which the 6805 does not have

;Start: $0060

Ram STA lliloc,Loloc C7 08 00 ;Hiloc and Loloc are

; modified by Save to

; change store locn

RTS 81 ;return to Save

*************************i}****i�****************************

;Rdclock routine

waits for clock to not be updating
then reads register given by X reg
returns value in A via RTS

.

,

;Start: 1E70

Rdclock LDA CLA
BMI Rdclock

C6 01
2B FB

OA· ;is clock updating
;yes: wait

;return to calling
; routine

**********************************************************

LDA ($100),X
DEC (X)

RTS

D6 01 00
SA

;no. load in reg
;autodecr X

81
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***********************************************************
;DelayA/D routine

waits 11 ms for power to stabilize
reads AID channel given in X
returns reading in A via RTS

BattTest calls AID routine to skip delay

;Start: 1E80 for DelayAID
;Start: 1E87 for AID

DelayAID
Delay

LDA #255
DEC (A)
CMP #255.
BNE Delay

A6
4A
Al
26

FF

FF
FB

AID LDA #7
STA DDRB

A6 07
B7 05

STX PortB BF 01

BSETO PortA
BCLRO PortA

10 00
11 00

CLR DDRB 3F 05

Wait BRCLR2 PortA Wait 05 00

BSET1 PortA
LDA PortB

12 00
B6 01

BCLR1 PortA 13 00

81RTS

;wait 11 millisec

;set lower 3 bits of
; port B to output
;output channel #

;Start pulse and ALE
;end pulse

;return to inputs

FD ;wait for end of
; conversion from AID
;output enable AID
;read value from AID

;disable AID output

;return to calling
; routine

***********************************************************
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;BattTest routine

BattTest

Lower

Checkhi

Higher

End

reads battery voltage with AID channell
stores value and updates highest
and lowest voltages
returns to calling routine with RTS

·

•

;Start: 1EAO

LDX #1 AE 01 ;batt on channel 1
JSR AID CD IE 87 ;read battery voltage
STA Thisbat B7 4A ;save value
CMP Lobat B1 4B ;see if new low
BHI Checkhi 22 02 ;no. check for new hi

STA Lobat B7 4B ;yes. store new low

CMP Hibat B1 4C ;see if new high
BLS End 23 02

STA Hibat B7 4C ;yes. store new hi

RTS 81 ;return to calling
. routine•

***********************************************************
;ChangeSpeed? subroutine

ChngSpd

Above4

Below4

this routine decides if the recorder should
change speed based on whether the pH has

dropped below 4 or if it is below 4 and
is rising or dropping quickly
Returns decision in ShouldSpeed and exits
via RTS

·

•

;Start: 1E20

LDA ThispH B6 55
CMP Threshold B1 42

BMI Belo\v4 2B 05

LDA #0 A6 00
STA Shouldspd B7 56
RTS 81

LDA LastpH B6 52
CMP Threshold B1 42
BMI WasBelow 2B 05

;see if pH > 4

;if pH > 4 then stay
; same speed =

; Should speed =0

;is below 4
; so did it. just drop
; below
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Justnow LDA #01
STA Shouldspd
RTS

171

A6 01
B7 56
81

;just crossed below
; so should change
;speed. Shouldspd = 1

;pH was and is below 4 so change speed if slope hi,

WasBelow LDA ThispH
SUB LastpH
CMP Slope
BPL SlopeUp

Chckneg LDA LastpH
SUB ThispH
CMP Slope
BPL SlopeDwn

Toosmall LDA #0
STA Shouldspd
RTS

B6 55
BO 52
B1 43
2A OD

B6 52
BO 55
B1 43
2A OF

;check for + slope

;see if big enough
;branch if yes

;check for - slnpe

;see if big enough
;branch if yes

A6 00
B7 56
81

;slope too small so

; suggest stay (=0)

;Slope must be sufficiently high in + or - for two

;readings in a row before speedup is suggested

SlopeUp LDA LastpH
SUB Last2pH
CMP Slope
BPL Justnow
BRA Toosmall

SlopeDwn LDA Last2pH
SUB LastpH
CMP Slope
BPL Justnow
BRA Toosmall

B6 52
BO 53
B1 43
2A DE
20 F1

;is slope big enough
; + for two times
;is it big enough
;yes. go set a 1
; no. go set a 0

t

B6 53
BO 52
B1 43
2A D4
20 E7

;is slope big enough
; neg for two times
;is it big enough
;yes. go set a 1
;no. go set a 0

;a1l returns occur through Justnow and Toosma11

********�**************************************************
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***********************************************************
;Communication routines

Comm
Clear

Gets

Command Decode routine

Gets command, decodes it, and replies
then waits for next command. Exits via IRQ
or JMP to Stop after Powerdown command

.

,

;Start: 1800

LDX #6
CLR CommTab,X
DEC (X)
BPL Clear

AE 06
6F 57
5A
2A FB

JSR Get CD 19 80
BRSETO $5E Gets 00 5E FA

STA CommTab

CMP #255
BEQ Comm

LDX #0
STX Temp2

B7 57

Al FF
27 E6

AE 00
BF 4F

Commloop JSR Get CD 19 80
BRSETO $5E Decode 00 5E DE

Decode

Loop1

INC Temp2
LDX Temp2

STA CommTab,X

CPX #6
BEQ Decode

CMP #255
BNE Commloop

LDA #13
LDX #0

DEC (X)
BNE Loop1
DEC (A)
BNE Loop1

LDA CommTab
CMP #250
BPL Valid
JMP Illegal

3C 4F
BE 4F

E7 57

A3 06
27 04

Al FF
26 EC

A6 OD
AE 00

5A
26 FD
4A
26 FA

B6 57
Al FA
2A 03
CC 19 40

;clear out command
; table
;do all 7 bytes

;go wait for command
;if timeout go again

;store comm in start

; of CommTable
;see if END command
;yes,get next command

;loop to get full
; command

;get next byte
;if timeout go decode

;pointer into table

;save in commtable

;if comm longer than
; 6 then decode

;if not end code then

;get next byte

;delay 100 ms before
; reply to command

;get command from
; start of table
;<251 is not command

;go ask for repeat
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Valid CMP #255 A1 FF ;is it END command
BNE Notend 26 OD

End LDA #253 A6 FD ;only END so reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO · OK, END,

LDA #255 A6 FF
JSR Send CD 19 CO
JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;go get for next comm

Notend CMP #254 A1 FE ;is it Dump command?
BNE Notdump 26 3D ;no, see if other

Dump LDA CommTab+l B6 58 ;see if full command
CMP #75 A1 4B · was received,

BEQ Checkend 27 03
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;not complete

Checkend LDA CommTab+2 B6 59 ;check for End code
CMP #255 A1 .FF
BEQ Isdump 27 03
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;not complete

Isdump LDA #253 A6 FD ;is dump comm so
JSR Send CD 19 CO reply OK,

LDA #254 A6 FE
JSR Send CD 19 CO · reply Dump.,

LDA #8 A6 08 ;set pointer to start
STA $68 B7 68 of data ram

LDA #0 A6 00 · = $0800,

STA $69 B7 69

SendRam JSR Load BD 67 ;get byte from ram

JSR Send CD 19 CO ;send byte out

INC Loadd 3C 69 ;calculate next locn
BNE SendRam 26 F7 ;no carry send next

Carry INC Hiadd 3C 68 ;increment page
LDA Hiadd B6 68 ;check if end ($0800)
CMP #$18 Al 18
BNE SendRam 26 EF ;no, send next

Done LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End code
JSR Send CD 19 CO · to end reply,

JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;get next command

Notdump CMP #253 Al FD ;is it Clear command
BNE Notclear 26 30 ;no. try next command
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Clear LDA CommTab+l B6 58 ;check if rest of
GMP #75 Al 4B · command is ok,

BEQ Checkend 27 03 ;is 2nd byte ok
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;no. goto illegal

Check end LDA CommTab+2 B6 59 ;check for end byte
CMP #255 Al FF
BEQ Isclear 27 03 ;is it present?
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;no

Isclear LDA #253 A6 FD ;send OK reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #253 A6 FD ;send Clear reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #1 A6 01 ;reset Ready flag
STA Ready? B7 44 · used by Start,

LDA #$08 A6 08 ;reset ram pointer to
STA Hiloc B7 61 · start ($0800),

LDA #0 A6 00 ;reset low byte
STA Loloc B7 62

LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End code to end
JSR Send CD 19 CO · reply,

JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;done. go wait for
· next command,

Notclear CMP #252 Al FC ;is it Peek command
BNE Notpeek 26 2A ; no. check next commd

Peek LDA CommTab+4 B6 5B ;see if End code
CMP #255 Al FF · present,

BEQ Ok 27 03
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ; no, go to illegal

Ok LDA #253 A6 FD ;send Ok reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #252 A6 FC ;send Peek reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA CommTab+l B6 58 ;set up pointers to
STA Hiloc B7 68 · do Peek,

LDA CommTab+2 B6 59 ;get 10 byte
ADD CommTab+3 BB 5A ;add on offset
STA Loloc B7 69 ;store low pointer
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JSR Load BD 67 ;do Peek
JSR Send CD 19 CO ;send out result

LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End code
JSR Send CD 19 CO

JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;done. get next commd

Notpeek CMP #251 Al FB ;is it Poke command?
BNE Notpoke 26 2B ;no. check for other

Poke LDA CommTab+6 B6 5D ;is End code present
CMP #255 Al FF
BEQ Isok 27 03
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;no. goto illegal

Isok LDA CommTab+l B6 58 ;set up pointers to
STA Hi10c B7 6C · do Poke,

LDA CommTab+2 B6 59 ;get 10 byte
ADD CommTab+3 BB 5A ;add on offset
STA Lo10c B7 6D ;store 10 pointer

LDA CommTab+4 B6 5B ;get va1uec to Poke
ADD CommTab+5 BB 5C ;add on offset

JSR Poke BD 6B ;do poke with value
· in Accumulator,

LDA #253 A6 FD ;send OK reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #251 A6 FB ;send Poke reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;done. go get next
· command,

Notpoke CMP #250 Al FA ;250 is last valid
BEQ PowerDwn 27 03 · command,

JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;not. jump to illegal
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PowerDwn LDA CommTab+1 B6 58 ;check if 175 present
CMP #175 Al AF
BEQ Checkend 27 03 ;yes. check for End
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;missing so illegal

Check end LDA CommTab+2 B6 59 ;check for End byte
CMP #255 Al FF
BEQ IsPwrDwn 27 03 ;yes, do power down
JMP Illegal CC 19 40 ;no, so illegal commd

IsPwrDwn LDA #253 A6 FD ;send OK reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #250 A6 FA ;send Power Dwn reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

CLR Mode 3F 45 ;set mode to Standby

JMP Stop CC 1A 00 ;go power down and
. wait for interrupt,

;a11 commands have been properly decoded and
· replies sent and awaiting next command or it,

· has jumped to illegal handling routine,

***********************************************************

;I11ega1 handler routine

; handles reply for undecodeab1e commands
received by Comm routine. Returns to Comm
with a JMP

·

,

;Start: 1940

Illegal LDA #251 A6 FB ;send a Repeat reply
JSR Send CD- 19 CO

LDA #255 A6 FF ;send End reply
JSR Send CD 19 CO

JMP Comm CC 18 00 ;done go back to Comm

***********************************************************
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***********************************************************

;Load routine

this is a routine stored in ram used to

perform the Peek function. The address bytes
are set by the calling program to point to the
desired location. The code is stored in the rom

and copied into ram in the Reset routine.
The byte Peeked is returned in the A register.

;Start: 0067

Load LDA Hiloc,Loloc C6 08 00 ;Hiloc and Loloc are

set up by calling
RTS 81 ; routine

***********************************************************

;Poke routine

similar to Load routine but used to perform the
Poke command. It also is in ram so the calling
program can set up the address •

.

,

;Start: 006B

Poke STA Hiloc,Loloc C7 08 00 ;input byte is passed
; in the A register

RTS 81

***********************************************************

;Get a character routine

this routine gets a character from the link and
returns it in the A register. Or if a timeout
occurs the Timeout flag is set and it returns to
the calling routine •

Get

.

,

;Start: 1980

SEI 9B

GLR Timeout 3F 5E

LDX #8 AE 08
STX TempI BF 4E
BCLR6 DDRA ID 04
LDA #14 A6 OE

;inhibit interrupts

;clear Timeout error

;loop of 8
; for number of bits
;set link to input
;set timeout delay

;timeout after 200 ms if no character
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Clr

Set

Delay2

Loop
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BRCLR6 PA Start OD 00 OA ;wait for 0 on link

SA
26 FA
4A
26 F7

;no 0 so incr timeout
;inner loop

DEC (X)
BNE Wait
DEC (A)
BNE Wait

BSETO Timeout
CLI
RTS

CLR (A)
CLC

;outer loop

lOSE
9A
81

;set error flag
;allow interrupts
;return to calling
; routine

4F
98

;clear A to get char

;delay 1.5 bit times to sample data in middle of
; bit

LDX #41
DEC (X)
BNE Delay

BRSET6 PA Set

CLC
ROR (A)
BRA Delay2

SEC
ROR

LDX #23

DEC (X)
BNE Loop

DEC TempI

BNE Bits
CLI
RTS

AE 29
SA
26 FD

;1250 microseconds

OC 00 04 ;see if bit 1 or 0

98
46
20 02

;0: clear bit in byte
;rotate 0 into A

99
46

;1: set bit in byte
;rotate 1 into A

AE 17 ;set delay of 1 bit
; time

SA
26 FD

;delay 833 us

3A 4E ;count number of bits
; left

;get next bit
;allow interrupts
;return with char

26 EE
9A
81

***********************************************************
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***********************************************************

;Send a character routine

Send

Delay

Loop

Set

Clear

Delay
DIy

Stop

sends out the byte in the Accumulator in serial
form over the link

.

,.

; Start: 19CO

SEl
BSET6 DDRA
LDX #8

BCLR6 PA

LDX #26
DEC (X)
BNE Delay

ROR (A)
BCC Clear

BSET6 PA
BRA Delay

BCLR6 PA
NOP

LDX #23
DEC (X)
BNE DIy
BRN XXX
DEC Loopcntr
LDX Loopcntr
BNE Loop

NOP
NOP
NOP
BSET3 PA

LDX #26
DEC (X)
BNE Stop

BCLR6 DDRA
CLI
RTS

9B
1C 04
AE 08

1D 00

AE 1A
SA
26 FD

46
24 04

1C 00
20 03

1D 00
9D

AE 17
SA
26 FD
21 FF
3A 4E
BE 4E
26 E9

9D
9D
9D
1C 00

AE 1A
SA
26 FA

1D 04
9A
81

;inhibit interrupts
;set link to output
;loop counter for 8
; bits

;output start bit

;delay 1 bit time

;loop to send data

;push LSB into carry

;1: so set link to 1

;delay for next bit

;0: so clear port
;make delays equal

;delay 1 bit time

;waste 3 cycles
;see if all bits done

;no. do another

;waste 2 cycles

;6 cycles total

;output stop bit

;stop bit delay

;one bit time

;set port to input
;allow interrupts
;return

***********************************************************
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***********************************************************

;Send command and wait for reply

Start

Loop

·

,

;command found in table 32759-32764
;length of command in 32765
;program adds End to command automatically
·

,

;Note: the CBM section has the data in decimal
; to be compatible with the Basic data statements
·

,

;Start: 32665 (7F8F)

LDX #0
STX Temp

LDA Table,X
JSR Send
CLI
INC Temp
LDX Temp
CPX Length
BMI Loop

LDA #255
JSR Send
CLI

LDX #5
LDA #0

Erase STA Table,X
DEX
BPL Erase

GetReply STA Temp

Reply

Next

JSR Receive

LDX Temp
STA Table,X

LDA Error
BEQ Next
RTS

LDA Table,X
CMP #255
BNE Dump?
RTS

162 0 ;pointer to get
142 246 127 ; command from table

189 247 127 ;get byte from table
32 73 127 ;send out byte on link
88 ire-allow interrupts
238 246 127 ;move pointer
174 246 127 ;check if done
236 253 127 ;true = done
48 238 ;no: do another

169 255
32 73
88

;done: send End code
127 ;send it out

162 5
169 0

;pointer

157 247 127 ;clear out table
202
16 250 ;continue till 0

141 246 127 ;clear Temp

32 0 127 ;go get reply

174 246 127 ;save reply bytes
157 247 127 ; in Table

173 254 127
240 1
96

;see if timeout error

; occurred
;yes: Return

189 247 127
201 255
208 1
96

;was this End byte

;no: check if Dum�?
;yes: done so Return
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Dump? LDA Table+1 173 248 127 ;i8 it Dump command
CMP #254 201 254
BNE Incr 208 10 ;no: see if table full
LDA Table 173 247 127 ;does reply start with
CMP #253 201 253 . OK = 253,

BNE Incr 208 3 ;no: see if table full

JMP Rcv4096 76 118 127 ;yes: go get the 4096
data bytes

;it will Return to Basic after 4096 received

Incr INC Temp 238 246 127 ;see if table is full
LDX Temp 174 246 127 ;check Temp
CPX #5 224 5
BNE Reply 208 206 ;no: get another byte

RTS 96 ;yes: reply done

*************************************************************

;Receive 4096 data bytes that follow the reply
; OK DUMP •

.

,

;stores data in 4k at 28416 and up
;returns to Basic when done
.

,

;Start: 32630 (7F76)

Rcv4096 SEI 120

169 0
133 1

LDA #0
STA 1

LDA #111
STA 2

169 111
133 2

Next JSR Receive
LDY #0
STA (1),Y
INC 32768

32 0 127
160 0
145 1
236 0 128

INC 1
BNE Next
INC 2

230 1
208 242
230 2

LDA 2
CMP 127
BNE Next
RTS

165 2
201 127
208 234
96

;don't allow IRQs

;clear acc

;locns 1,2 used as

; indirect registers
;pointer to storage
; area

;get data bytes
;always zero

;store in ram

;activity indicator
; on CBM screen

;increment address
;<>0 if no carry
;carry so incr upper
; byte of address

;check new address

;see if done
;No: get another
;done: return to Basic

**********************************************************
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***********************************************************

;Send a character over the link

Send

Loop
Delay

Stopdel

;sends number in A
;return link to input and return

'.
.

,

;Start: 32585 (7F49)

SEI
STA Value

120 ;don't allow IRQs
141 255 127

110 255 127 ;push next bit into

; carry (LSB first)
110 79 232 ;pushes carry into

; bit 7

;count down #bits
;0 is done
;delay for stop bit

LDA #128
STA DDR

169 128
141 67

;set bit 7 on I/O port
232 ; to output

;output start bit
;loop of 8 data
; plus 1 stop bit
;carry is stop bit

;delay one bit time

;loop till zero

232 ;set link back to

; input
;return to calling
; routine

***********************************************************

Receive

LDA #0
STA Port
LDY #9

SEC

LDX #163
DEX
BNE Delay

169 0
141 79 232
160 9

56

162 163
202
208 253

ROR Va-lue

ROR Port

DEY
BNE Loop
LDX #164
DEX
BNE Stopdel

136
208
162
202
208

242
164

253

LDA #0
STA DDR

169 0
141 67

96RTS

;Receive charater from link
.

,

;wait for character
;set Timeout error if no character in 300 ms

;return character in A

;Start: 32512 (7FOO)

SEI
LDA #0
STA Value
STA DDR

120 ;don't allow IRQs
169 0
141 255 127 ;clear out Value
141 67 232 ;set port to inputs
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LDX #0 162 0
LDY #100 160 100 ;timeout delay: 300 ms

STA Error 141 254 127 ;clear timeout error

Wait LDA Port 173 79 232 ;wait for start bit
BPL Endwait 16 12 ;+ means start bit

DEX 202 ;no start bit: count

BNE Wait 208 248
DEY 136
BNE wait 208 245 ;is time out?

LDA #1 169 1 ;yes set error flag
STA Error 141 254 127
RTS 96 ;return wlo character

Endwait LDX #250 162 250 ;delay 1.5 bit times
Waste DEX 202 · = 1250 microseconds,

BNE Waste 208 253

LDY #8 160 8 ;loop of 8 bits

Loop LDA Port 173 79 232 ;read port
BPL Clear 16 6 ;is it 1 or O?

Set SEC 56 ;it is a 1
ROR Value 110 255 127 ;rotate 1 into Value
BCC Delay 144 5 ;branch always

Clear CLC 24 ;it is a 0
ROR Value 110 255 127 ;rotate 0 into Value
NOP 234 ;equalize delays

Delay LDX #162 162 162 ;delay 1 bit time
· = 833 microseconds,

DIy DEX 202
BNE DIy 208 253

DEY 136 ;bit counter

BNE Loop 208 232 ;done all 8 bits?
· no: branch to Loop,

LDA Value 173 255 127 ;yes:load Value into A
RTS 96 ;return to calling

· routine,

***********************************************************
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APPENDIX B.

CBM-8032 SOFTWARE BASIC PROGRAM
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5 rem version 61
1121 rem-----menu program-----
2121 rem-----december 23, 1986-----
3121 rem-----by greg erker-----
4121 :
5121 print"3";chr$(14);: poke 53,111: clr: rem---move top of memory down---1121121 gosub 1121I21I21:gosub 11121121
21210 gosub 200121: rem---print out memu---
21215 gosub 3121121121: rem---print out top bars---
210 rem---op now has choice---
220 on op gosub 90t2JI2I, 1101210, 12000, 13012J121, 2412"2J0, 1501210, 16012lf2J, 17121t210
230 remgetk$:ifk$=""then23121
24121 if op< >8 then 2121121
999 end
1000 rem---initialize variables---
112110 forj=1to8: read o$(j): next
102121 data "Rea.d data","Save data","Display data","Print out data"
1030 data "Change parameters", "Set time", "Clear recorder", "Quit"
104121 d$(0)="":d$(1)="(done)"
112199 return
110121 rem-----print out title, etc-----
1105 printchr$(14);"3";
111121 s$=" ":s$=s$+s$:s$=s$+s$:s$=s$+s$
112121 print"";s$
113121 print"1
114121 print"";s$
115121 print" Plug the Recorder into the Computer"1152 print" Also connect Recorder to battery charger"1155 gosub 6000: rem---poke in ml---
1160 print"Press SPACE BAR when ready"
1170 getk$:ifk$=" "then return
118121 cn=cn+1:ifcn=3121�henprint"1Press SPACE BAR when ready":goto117121119121 ifcn=60thenprint"1Press SPACE BAR when ready":cn=0
1200 goto 1170
200121 rem-----print out the menu-----
212110 print"3"�s$:print"1 Select the desired operation
212115 print"";s$
2020 pri nt" 1) Read data into computer "; d$ (dr)
203121 print" 2) Save data on disk ";d$(sd)
212140 print" 3) Display data on screen
2050 print" 4) Print data out on printer
2060 print" 5) Change operating parameters in Recorder
2070 print" 6) Set the time in the Recorder ";d$(ts)
212180 print" 7) Clear out Recorder for next patient ";d$(rc)
2090 print" 8) QUIT"
2100 input"Operation desired (1-8) ===";op$
2110 op=int(val(op$»:if op>12I and op<9 then return
212121 print"10nly numbers from 1 to 8 are valid choices"
2130 n=2:gosub5000
2140 print"1
215121 print"1";:goto 210121
31211210 rem---print out top stuff---
3010 print"3";s$:print"10PERATION: U;o$(op)
302121 print"";s$
31213l21'return
500121 rem-----waste PnP seconds-----
51211121 tw=ti+6121*n

Program to CommunicClte with the pH Recorder"

"
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5020 if ti<tw then 5020
5030 return
b000 rem-----send and get characters to recorder-----
6005 rem---get a char---
6010 data 120,169,O,141,255,127,141,67,232
6015 data 162,O,160,100,141,254,127,173,79,232,16,126017 data 202,208,248,136,208,245,169,1,141,254,127,966020 data 162,250,202,21218,253,16121,8,173,79,232,16,6,56,110,255,127b03121 data 144,5,24,11121,255,127,234,162,162,202,21218,253,136,21218,232b040 data 173,255,127, 96, -1
612150 rem---send a char---
6060 data 120,141,255,127,169,128,141,67,232,169,O,141,79,232,160,9,56,162,607121 data 21212,208,253,110,255,127, 11121,79,232, 136,2l2'8,242, 162,1646080 data 202,208,253,169,O,141,67,232, 9b, -1
6100 rem---load in data---
611121 data 12121,169,121,133,1,169,111,133,2,32,121,127,160,121,145,1,238,O,128612121 data 230,1,208,242,230,2,165,2, zei , 127,208,234, 96, -1
6150 rem---send a command and receive reply---
6160 data 162,O,142,246,127,189,247,127,32,73,127,88,238,246,1276170 data 174,246,127,236,253,127,48,238,169,255,32,73,127,886180 data 162,5,169,0,157,247,127,21212,16,250,141,246,127,32,0,127619121 data 174,246,127,157,247,127,173,254,127,240,1,966200 data 189,247, 127,201,255,2aI8, 1,96,173,248,127,201,2546210 data 21218,10,173,247,127,201,253,208,3,76,118,127622l2' data 238,246,127,174,246,127,224,5,208,206,96,-165012J rem-----poke in machine language routines-----
65112J 1 = 32512: rem---receive a char---
6520 read a: if a<I2J then 66121121
653121 poke l,a: 1 = 1+1: goto 6520
6600 1 = 32585: rem---send a char---
66UI read a: if a<0 then 67ft.!0.
6620 poke l,a: 1 = 1+1: goto 6610
671,H2I 1 = 3263121: rem---load in data---
6710 read a: if a<12J then 680121
6720 poke l,a: 1 = 1+1: goto 6710
6800 1 = 32665: rem---send command---
6810 read a: if a<0 then return
6820 poke l,a: 1 = 1+1: goto 6810
9000 rem---read data into computer---
9010 print" 1) Read data in from recorder"
91212121 print" 2) Read data from disk"
912122 print" 3) Return to main menu"
912130 input"Operation desired (1-3) ===";op$
9040 if op$="I" then 101211210
912150 if op$="2" then 910121
9052 if op$="3" then return
912160 printlll0nly numbers from 1 to 3 are valid choices"
9062 n=2: gosub 5000
912'64 print"1 11"
912166 goto 9031!l
9100 rem---read data from disk---
9110 gosub 31Z100
9120 print" Please enter name of filell
913@ print" or Press RETURN to get Direct'ory of drive I"
91412' input"Input file name ===";fi$
9150 iff i $< ;::." " then 921ZH21
91612' print"3 DIRECTORY OF DATA DISK (Drive 1)
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9170 directory dl
,

9180 print"Press SPACE BAR to continue2 or RETURN to return to main menu"919121 getk$:if k$<>" " and k$<>chr$(13) then 919121
9191 if k$=chr$CI3) then return
9192 goto 911121
921210 closel:dopen#l, (fi$),dl if ds=0 then 93121121
921121 print"ERROR: ";ds$
922121 n=3: gosub 5121121121
923121 goto 91Hl
93121121 input#l,num,fast,slow
931215 print" Number of bytes:";num
931121 for j=28416t028416+num:get#l,a$
932121 if as="" then a=l21:goto 934121
9330 a=ascCa$)
9340 pokej,a
935121 n e:·: t j
936121 close1
937121 dr=1: rem data read in
9999 return
1121121121121 rem-----read data out of recorder-----
11211211212 print" Loading in data
11211211213 print" Please wait 45 seconds
11211211121 c(I21)=2: c(1)=254: c{2)=75
112102121 gosub 200121121: rem---send command---
11211213121 if er=1 then 11211219121
112112150 rem---find number recorded---
11211216121 10=97: gosub 21121121121: rem find high byte
112112165 num=(va-8>*256
101217121 10=98: gosub 21121121121: rem find low byte
1�12175 num=num+va
11211218121 print" Number- of bytes recorded was";num;"=."
112112182 10=64:gosub 21121121121:rem find fast
112112183 fast=va
112112184 10=65:gosub 21121121121:rem find slow
11Z1fZJ85 slow=va
112112190 print"Press SPACE BAR to continue
11211121121 getk$:ifk$(>" "then101121121
1121110 if er=0 then dr=l: rem---data was read in---
1121999 return
11121121121 rem-----save data on disk-----
111211121 if dr=1 then 1152121
1102121 print" Data has not been READ IN
111Z'31Z1 print"Do you want to READ it now (yIn)";
1112141Z1 inputq$
11050 if left$(q$,1)�"y" then gosub 1121000:goto 115121121
1l!!160 if left$(qS,1)="n" then return
111217121 print"1 11":gotol1e30115121121 rem---ready to save data---
1151121 gosub 31Z1121Q!
1152121 print" Please enter name of file (16 characters or less)
1153121 print" Exampl�: John Smith84121113
1154f!l print"Input file name ===";:inputfi$
115512' if fiS=" "then return
11555 pri nt" Insert data di sk in 'DRIVE 1 then press SPACE BAR"
11556 getk$:if k$<>" " then 11556
1156121 dopen#l, (fi$),d1,w: print#l,num
11562 print#l,fast:print#l,slow
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115710 for j=2El416to284l6+num: printfi:l, chr$ (peek(j»; :ne>:tl158lZJ dclose#l
115910 print" Data now saved"
116IZJIO print "Press SPACE BAR to continue"
116110 getk$:if k$<>" " then 11610
116210 sd=1: rem---data was saved---
11999 return
12101010 rem-----display data on screen-----
12121110 dv=3
1210210 gato 13010
1251010 rem--pause--
125110 getk$:if k$="" then retu .... n
125210 if k$=" "then 1261010
125310 if k$=chr$(27) then esc=1
125410 return
1261010 getk$:if k$<)" " then 1261010
126110 retLlrn
12999 return
130100 rem-----print data out on printer-----1310102 dv=4
13121110 esc=0: print"Use SPACE BAR to Pause printing131012 print"Use ESC key to Quit printing131014 print" 1) Raw data"
131015 print" 2) Annotated data"
131021!l print" 3) Gra.ph of all data (printer only)131025 print" 4) Graph of �Slow' data only (printer only)1310310 print" 5) Return to main menu"
1310410 input"Operation desi .... ed (1-5) ===";op$1310510 if op$="1" then 131100
1310610 if op$="2" then 132100
131065 if (op$:="3" or op$="4") and dv=3 then 13090
13070 if op$="311 then g>:=I: goto 2500121
13075 if Op$="411 then gx=lO: goto 2510100
131080 if op$="5" then return
1310910 print"10nly numbers from 1 to 5 are valid choices"
131092 n=2: gosub 5101010
131094 print"l 11"
13f2J96 goto 1312140
131100 rem---raw data---

13110open4,dv:print#4:print#4," RAW DATA":print#413112 print#4,"fast=";fast,"slow=u;slow
13120 forj=28416t028416+num
13122 a=peek(j):a$=right$(" "+str$(a),7)
13130 print#4,a$;: if int«j-28415)/10)=(j-28415)/10 then print#413135 gosub 12500: if esc=1 then j=99999
13140 next
13145 print#4:close4
13150 print"Press SPACE BAR to continue"
131610 getk$:if k$="u then 13160
13199 return
132100 rem---armotated data---

13210open4,dv:print#4:prlnt#4," ANNOTATED DATA":print#4132210 print#4,str$(1900+peek{28416»;
13230 forj=28417to28419:print#4,":";:a$=str$(peek(j»:print#4,right$(a$,len-1);
13232 ne>:t j
13235 hr=peek (284210) : mi =peek (28421> : se=peek (28422) : gosub 13900



13238
13239
13242
13250
13252
13255
13260
13270
13280
13290
13292
13300
13310
13399
13400
1341212
13404
13406
1341258
13450
13451
13452
13454
13456
13460
13461
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print#4·, "

print#4,"
print#4·
hr=peek(28420):mi=peek(28421):se=peek(28422)
if fast=0 then fast=6: slow=10
j=28423: jm=28416+num: sp=1
rem--print data loop--
n=peek(j):if n>250 then 13400
gosub 13900 :rem set t$ to time
print#4,t$;" ";n;" ";n*.04;"ph"
gosub 13800 :rem update time
gosub 12500: if esc=1 then j=jm
j=j+1:if j<jm then 13270

print#4:close4:goto 1315121
...em--codes--
if n=254 then 13450
if n=253 then 1351210·
if n=252 then 13550
goto 13280
... em pai n co..de
h1=h ... :ml=mi:s1=se

n=peek(j+1}:hr=pee�(j+2):mi=peek(j+3):se=peek(j+4)
gosub 13900
p ... int#4,t$;" PAIN CODEI;n*.12J4;lph"
j=j+4:sp=1: ...em fast
h ...=hl: mi=m1: se=s1: ... em set time back afte ... p ... inting it

"; t$;
Date & Time (y ... ,mo,date,day,h ... ,min,sec)

13462 goto 13300
13500 ...em speed up code
13504 hr=peek(j+1):mi=peek(j+2):se=peekCj+3) : ...em co ......ect time
13506 gosub 13900
13508 p ... int#4,t$;" SPEED UP CODE"
13512 j=j+3:sp=1: ...em fast
13514 goto 13300
13550 ...em slow down code
13552 p ... int#4," SLOW DOWN CODE"
13554 sp=l2I: ... em slow
13556 goto 13:300
1380121 if sp=0 then 13850
13810 se=se+fast: if se<60 then ...etu ...n
13820 se=se-6!12I: mi=mi+1: if mi<60 then ...etu ...n
13830 mi=mi-6�: h ...=h�+i: if h ...<24 then return
1384121 hr=hr-24
13845 ...eturn
13850 se=se+fast*slow: if s2<60 then return
13860 se=se-60: mi=mi+1: if se>59 then 13860
13870 if mi<60 then return
13880 goto 13630
13899 return
13900 rem--...outine to make hms string from h,m,s--
13910 t$=str$(hr)+":":ifmi>9then13920
13912 t$=t$+"0"+right$(str$Cmi),1):goto13930
1392125 t$=t$+right$(str$(mi),2)
13930 ifse)9then13940
13932 t$=t$+":"+"0"+right$(str$Cse),1):goto13950
13940 t$=t$+":"+right$(st ...$(se),2)
13950 if lenCt$)<9 then t$=" 0"+right$Ct$,7)
13999 return
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14000 rem---'--c:hange operating parameters----14001 if er< )f21 then 24900
14002 gosub 3000
14004 print"Warning: POKE c:ommand to wrong loc:ation c:an c:rash rec:order";14005 print c:ausing data loss.
14010 print 1) POKE
14020 print 2) PEEK
14030 print 3) CLEAR
14040 print 4) DUMP
14045 print 5) POWER DOWN
14047 print I 6) Return to main menu
14050 input"Selec:t c:ommand (1 to 6) =====";Op$14055 c:h=val (op$): if c:h=0 then print"11";:goto 14050
14060 if c:h<l or ch>6 then print"11";:goto 1405014065 if c:h=6 then return
14070 if c:h<>1 then 14100
14072 rem---poke---
14074 input"Loc:ation, Value";lo,va
14076 gosub 22000
14086 goto 1400121
14100 if c:h<>2 then 14200
14110 rem---peek---
14115 input"Loc:ation";lo
14120 gosub 21000
14130 print"1.1PEEK ofll;lo;"= is";va;lI= "

14140 print "F�ress SPACE BAR to c:ontinue"
14150 getk$:ifk$<>11 "then 14150
14160 goto 14000
14200 if c:h<>3 then 14300
14210 rem---c.lear---
14220 c:(0)=2: c:(1)=253: c:(2)=75
14230 goto 14500
14300 if c:h<>4 then 14400
14310 rem---dump---
14320 c:(0)=2: c:(1)=254: c:(2)=75
14330 goto 14500

.

14400 if c:h(>5 then 14000
14410 rem�--power down---
14420 c:(0)=2: c:(1)=250: c:(2)=175
14430 goto 145012J
14500 gosub 20000
14520 goto14!2100
14999 return
15000 rem-----set the time-----
15010 pri nt" 1) Set TIME and DATE
15020 print" 2) Set TIME only
15022 print" 3) Return to main menu
15030 input"Operation desired (1-3) ===";op$15040 od=int(val(op$»:if od>0 and od(4 then 15060
15050 print"10nly numbers 1 to 3 are valid c:hoic:es"
15052 n=2:gosub5000
15054 print"1
15056 print"lll1;:goto 15030
15060 if od=3 then return
15062 if od=2 then 15500
15100 rem---time and date---
·15110 printI3":gosub3000

II



15120 print" Input the DATE in this format: YYMMDD"
15130 print" E)tampl e: January 30, 1984 is 84!Z!13Ql"
15140 input"Please input today's DATE (YYMMDD) ===";daS
1515121 if len(daS)=6 then 15160
15152 print"1The DATE must be 6 C:harac:ters long (use leading zeroes)"
15154 n=3:gosub5001!J
15156 print"l
15158 print"11";:goto 15140
15160 yr=val(left$(daS,2»
15170 mo=val(midS(daS,3,2»
15171 if mo)1!J and mo<13 then 15181!J
15172 print"IMonth incorrect please retype
1518121 da=val(rightS(daS,2»
15181 if da>0 and da<32 then 1520121
15182 print"1Date ineorrect please retype
1521210 rem---get day---
1521121 gosub 3!211210
15220 print" 1) Sun 2) Mon 3) Tue
1523121 print II 5) Thu 6) Fri 7) Sat
15240 input"Please input the DAY of the WEEK (1-7)
1525121 if dy$=" " then return
15260 dy=val(dyS): if dy>0 and dy<8 then 1530!21
1527!21 print"l
15280 print"II";: goto 15240
15300 rem---send date to recorder---
15310 10=267:va=128:gosub 2200121: rem disable c:lock updates
15315 if er=1 then 15680
15320 10=265:va=yr :gosub 22121121121:
15330 10=264: va=mo : gosub 2201210:
15340 10=263:va=da :gosub 22000:
15350 10=262:va=dy :gosub 22000:
15360 print"Done"
15500 rem----·-set the time-----
15510
15520
15530
15540
1555121
15552
15554
15556
15558
15560
15561
15562
15570
15571
15572
15580
15581
15582
1560121
15610
15615
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"

":got015154

":got015154

4) Wed"

===";dyS

"

print"Year set
print"Month set

print"Date set
print"Dat set

print"3":gosub3000
print" Input the TIME in this format: HHMMSS <hours in 24 hr time)"
print" Example: 11:1216:25 pm is 230625"
input "PI ease input present. TIME (HHMMSS)
if 1en(daS)=6 then 15560
print"IThe TIME must be 6 characters long (use leading zeroes)"
n=3: gosub5f211210
print"1
print"11";:goto 15540

hr=va1(leftS(daS,2»
if hr>1!J and hr<24 then 1557!21
print"IHours inc:orrect please retype
mi=val(midS(da$,3,2»
if mi>-l and mi<60 then 15581!J
print"lMinutes incorrect please retype
se=val(ri�htS(daS,2»
if se>-l and se<60 then 15600

===";daS

"

";gotoI5554

":gotoI5554

print"1Seconds inc:orrect please retype ":goto15554
rem---send time to recorder---
10=267:va=128:gosub 2201210: rem disable clock updates
if er=1 then 15680

1562!21 10=260: va=hr : gosub 2201210: print "Hours set
15631!J 10=258:va=mi :gosub 22000: print"Minutes set
15640 10=256:va=se :gosub 2201210: print"Seconds set
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15650 10=267:v.=38 :gosub 22000: rem enable clock updates15655 10=70 :va=1 :gosub 2200121: rem set time valid byte15660 print"Done"
15670 print" Time now set and running"
15680 print"Press SPACE BAR to continue"
15690 getk$:ifk$<>" "then15690
15700 if er=12I then ts=1: rem time is set
15710 return
15999
16000
16010
16020
1603121
16tlJ40
1605tlJ
16060
1607121
1651210
16510
16520
1653tlJ
16540
1655tlJ
16600
16620
1663121
16635
16640
16641
16642
16645
1665121
16660
1667121
16680
16999
17000
17010
17020
17030
1712J40
17050
17060
1710!21
17500
17510

return
rem-----clear out recorder----
if dr=1 then 16500
print" Data has hot been READ IN
print"Do you want to READ it now (yIn)";
inputq$
if leHt$(q$,1)="y" then gosub 10000:goto 16500
if left$(q$,1)="n" then 1651210
print"1
gosub 31210121
print"Do you want to CLEAR out recorder (yIn)
inputq$
if left$(q$,1)="y" then 16600
if left$(q$,1)="n" then return
print"1
rem---clear---
c(0)=2: c(1)=253: c(2)=75
gosub 20000
if er=1 then 16660
10=68 :va=l :gosub 22000 :rem
10=80 :va=1 :gosub 22000 :rem
10=84 : va=UI : gosub 2201210 : rem
if er=1 then 16660

11":got016030

11":got016510

set ready to 1
set speed to fast
set fast count

print" Recorder is CLEARED
print"Press SPACE BAR to continue"
getk$:ifk$<>" "then16670
if er=0 then rc=l :rem recorder cleared
return
rem-----quit-----
if dr=0 or (dr=1 and'sd=1) then 17500
print" Data read in. but not saved
input"Do you want to save it (yIn) ===";q$
if 1eft$(q$,1)="y" then 17100
if left$(q$,1)="n" then 175!210
print"1
gosub 1100!21: rem save data
rem---power down---
c(0)=2: c(1)=250: c(2)=175

11":got017030

17520 gosub 20000
17600 print"3 Recorder is powered down"
17999 return
20000 rem------poke in command bytes then send command-----
20010 rem---c(0)=length c(l) to c(n) is command---
20012 remprint"3Command",:forj=ltoc(0):printc(j),:next:print20014 et=l2l: c=3: er=l2I: rem er is error message: et & c at"e three try counter
2012120 if c(l2I) >6 then print"ERROR: Command string too long":return2121030 for j=t to c(0): poke j+32758,c(j): next j
20035 poke32765,c(0)
20040 sys 32665: rem---go send command---
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20050 if peek(32766)=0 then 20060: rem no timeout so check for proper repl2012152 c=c-1:print"Try:";3-c: if c>0 then 2012130: rem try again20054 pri nt"TIMEOUT ERROR: No repl y from recorder after 3 tryst'20056 er=1: return
20060 rem check for proper reply
20070 if peek(32759) <> 253 then 20200: rem check for reply of ok
20090 if peek(32760) <> c(1) then 20200: rem check for echo of command byt20t!J912J return: rem repl y correct
20200 et=et+1:if et(3 then 2121030: rem try again
2121205 print "ERROR: Incorrrect repl y from recorder"
20210 er=1: return
2r2'999 return
21000 rem---peek---
21010 rem---enter with 10, exit with va
21020 c(r2')=4: c(I)=252
21030 c(2)=int(10/256)
21040 c(3}=10 and 255: c(4)=0
2112150 if c(3) >250 then e(4)=c(3)-250: c(3)=250
21060 gosub 20000
21070 va=peek(32761)
21999 return
22000 rem---poke---
22010 C(0)=6: c(I)=251
22020 c (2)=int (10/256): c (4)=0
2212130 c(3)=10 and 255: if c(3) >250 then c(4)=c(3)-250: c(3)=25r2'
2212140 c(5)=va and 255: c(6)=0
2212150 if c(5) >250 then c(6)=c(5)-250: c(5)=250
2212160 gosub 20000
22999 return
241211210 rem-----change operating parameters-----
24002 goto 24010
24005 gosub 3000
24010 10=64:gosub 210121121: ft=va: if er<>0 then 24900
241f2J0 print" 1) Time between fast readings: Default= 6 sec Present=";24110 printft;"sec"
24115 lo=65:gosub 2100121: sm=va: if er<>0 then 2490121
24120 print" 2) Slow multiplier : Default= 10 Present=";24130 printsm
24135 10=66:gosub 2112100: pt=va: if er<>0 then 24900
24140 print" 3) pH threshold : Default= 4.0 pH Present=";24150 printpt*.04;"pH"
24155 10=67:gosub 21000: sl=va: if er<>0 then 24900
2416121 print" 4) Slope threshold : Default= 0.4 pH Present=";
24170 printsl*.04;"pH"
24175 lo=71:gosub 21000: ss=va: if er<>0 then 2490121
2419121 print" 5) Single speed : Default= No Present=";2419121 printmid$(" No Yes",ss*4+1,4)
24200 print" 6) Direct memory commands
242U' print" 7) Recover data if recorder has RESET"
24220 print" 8) Return to main menu
24300 input"Operation desired (1-8) ===";op$
243H! od=val (op$)
24320 if od=8 then return
24325 if od=7 then 24360
24330 if od=6 then 14000
2434121 on od goto 244121121, 245Q10, 2460121, 247QJ0, 2491210
24350 print"1 11 ":goto 24300
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24360 rem-----recover data-----
24362 print"1Reading in data from recorder will show 4095 bytes recorded."
24364 va=23: 10=97: gosub 220P.lf2l: if err< >p'1 then 24900
24366 va=255:10=98: gosub 22000: if err<>0 then 24900
24368 goto 24900
24400 rem---fast time---
24405 input"1Desired fast time (1 to 60 sec) ======";Op$
24410 ft=val(op$):if ft(1 or ft>60 then 24405
24420 va=ft:lo=64:gosub 22000: if er=0 then 24005
24430 goto 24900
24500 rem---slow mult---
24505 input"1Desired slow multiplier (1 to 255) ======";Op$24510 sm=val(op$):if sm<1 or sm>255 then 24505
24520 va=sm:lo=65:gosub 22000: if er=0 then 24005
2453tZI goto 2490QI
24600 rem---ph thresh---
24605 input"IDesired pH threshold (0 to 10.0 pH) =====";op$
24610 pt=val (op$) : if pt(t21 or pt >10 then 24605
24620 pt=pt*25
24630 va=pt:lo=66:gosub 22000: if er=0 then 24005
24640 goto 24900
24700 rem---slope thresh---
24705 input"1Desired slope threshold (0 to 4.0 pH) =====";op$
24710 sl=val(op$):if sl<0 or sl>4 then 24705
24720 sl=sl*25
24730 va=sl:lo=67:gosub 22000: if er=0 then 24005
24740 goto 24900
24800 rem---single speed---
2481215 input"1Single speed or two speed (lor 2) =====";Op$
24810 ss=l2I: if op$="11t then ss=l:goto 24830
24820 if op$<>"2" then 24805
24830 va=ss: 10=71: gosub 22121121121: if er=0 then 241211215
24840 goto 2491210
2490121 rem---error handler---
24910 print"Press SPACE BAR to continue"
2492121 getk$:ifk$<>" "then 24920
24930 return
25�00 rem-----plotting routine-----
25010 open 4,4: print#4,c:hr$(27);chr$(64): print#4,1t GRAPH OF pH DATA"
25011 if gx=0 then 25016
2512112 print#4," GRAPH OF ALL DATA"
25013 print#4," TIME BETWEEN POINTS";fast;"OR";slow*fastjISECONDS"
2512114 goto 2512120
25016 print#4," GRAPH OF PSLOW' DATA ONLY"
25017 print#4," TIME BETWEEN POINTS";slow*fast;"SECONDS"
25020 print#4: print#4,str$e1900 + peek(28416»;
25030 for j = 28417 to 28419: print#4,":";: a$ == str$(peekej»
25040 print#4,right$ea$,len(a$)-1);: next j
25050 hr = peek(28420): mi == peek(28421): se = peek(28422): gosub 13900
25060 print#4," ";t$;
25070 print#4," Date & Time (yr,mo,date,day,hr,min,sec)": print#4
25080 if fast=0 then fast=6: slow=10
25090 j=28423: jm=28416+num: sp=1
25092 gosub 2690121: rem setup pri nter & stri ngs
25100 rem-----plot data loop-----
25110 n = peekej>: if n)250 then 25500
25112 n = int(n/2.S)-I: if n<l then n=1



25115
25116
25117
25118
25119
25120
2513121
25135
2514121
25150
25160
25170
2550(lS
25510
2552121
25530
25540
25600
2561121
25620
25630
2571210
25710
258121121
258HZ!
25952
26000
2612110
26020
26500
26510
26520
26900
26902
26908
26910
26920
26930
2694121
2695121
26952
2696121
2697121
2698121
2699(l1
26992
26994
26996
26999
ready.
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gosub 138121121: rem update time
if sp=12I or gx=1 then 25119
fx = fx+l: if fx<slow then 25150
fx = 121: rem print 1/s10w of fast readings
ex = cx+t
ifc:x/36=int(c:x/36) thengosub139121I21:print#4,t$;" +";:gosub2651210:goto25:if c:x/12=int(c:x/12) then gosub1391210:print#4,t$;" +";:goto 25140
print#4," ";
gosub 26121121121: rem plot standard data
gosub 12500: if esc:=1 then j=jm
j = j+l: if j<jm then 25110
print#4, c:hr$(27);c:hr$(64): c:lose4: goto 13150
rem---c:odes---
if n=254 then 256121121
if n=253 then 257121121
if n=252 then 2581210
goto 25115
rem pain c:ode
n = int(peekej+1)/2.5)-1: sp=l: j=j+4: if n<1 then n=1
print#4," ";left$(pp$,n);"-"
gete 2515121
rem speedup c:ode
sp=1: j= j+3: goto 2515121
rem slowdown c:ode
sp=0 : goto 25150
print#4,pC:$
rem-----plot standard----
print#4,left$(pa$,n);"-"
return

rem-----plot grid----
print#4,left$(pg$,n);"-";right$(pg$,99-n)
return
rem-----initialize strings etc:----
c:x=0

print#4,c:hr$(15): rem c:ompressed mode
print#4,c:hr$(27);"A";chr$(1): rem 1/72 inch linefeed
print#4," 0.0 1.0
print#4,"0 5.0 6.0
print#4,"0 9.0 10.0"

pC$=c:hr$(13)+c:hr$(13)+c:hr$(13)+chr$(13): pC:$ = pC$+pc:$+chr$(13)print#4,pc$
print#4," +---------+---------+---------+---------+";
print#4,"---------+---------+---------+---------+";
print#4,"---------+---------+"
pa$ = "

": pa$ = pa$+pa$+pa$+pa$pp$ = "

-------------------": pp$ = pp$+pp$+pp$+pp$pg$ = "

pg$ = pg$+pg$
return

3.0 4 ".
. ,

7.121 8 ".
. ,

"
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